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INTRODUCTION 

AHEAD 
OF THE 
GAME

W  
e square up to 
Australia in this 
issue, speaking to 
its champions 

and indulging in a fair bit of 
sipping and slurping too. 

Not only is Australia a 
tremendously exciting source of 
wines, it also manages to deliver 
a disproportionately high level of 
quality from entry level upwards. 

Consider, too, that Australia 
remains the most popular 
source of wine for UK drinkers, 
accounting for 23% of the 
volume drunk and almost 23% 
of sales by value. The reason for 
taking the wines from Down 
Under seriously – no matter 
what channel of the trade you 
may inhabit – is clear. The wine-
drinking public likes the wines.

What is also becoming clear, 
though, as exchange rates soften 
in favour of buying Australian, 
is that these past few years have 
seen a remarkable evolution – 
both with the classic varieties 
such as Chardonnay and Shiraz, 
along with a host of other 
exciting grapes and styles. 

Meanwhile, Australia’s 
diverse producers appear to 
have come together once more 
as a cohesive force, pushing a 
premium (and regionally-linked) 
message, but also stressing the 
quality ladder made available by 
its ever popular brands.

We cover all of this and more, 
hopefully giving a taster of why 
I believe Australia is reasserting 
itself as one of the most exciting, 
diverse and enjoyable wine-
producing countries – and why it 
should be playing a vibrant and 
profi table role in your portfolio. 

Andrew Catchpole 
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puttiNg 
tHe piZAZZ 
bAcK iN oZ

W  
ith a market share of 
more than a billion 
quid and a 
commanding 23% of 
all off -trade wine sales 
– ahead of all rivals – 

Australia is clearly still a hugely popular 
choice with UK wine drinkers. In the 
restaurant, pub and bar world, too, while 
trailing traditional European regions 
(along with the rest of the New World), 
Australia still makes its presence felt, 
with growth in the number of listings 
evident, including at the higher end. 
Indeed, for many average UK wine 
drinkers, still lapping up serious 
quantities of big hitters Shiraz and 
Chardonnay, it often comes as a surprise 
to discover that anything has been 
awry with the supply of wines from 
Down Under.

Most readers, though, will be 
appraised of the issues – oversupply, deep 
discounting, followed by a walloping 
disparity in exchange rate as the UK 
plunged into deep recession – that hit 
Australia hard. Fashion also played a 
part, with South Africa’s Swartland crew, 
California’s pursuers of elegance, Chile’s 
cool new heroes and others all stealing 
the limelight as Australia’s best, most 
innovative and emerging wines either 
went elsewhere or stayed at home. 

But now that exchange rate has shifted 
and looks set to continue to shift in favour 
of UK buyers, helping to release a logjam 
of Australian goodies that have continued 
to improve and evolve while the UK has 
taken its eye off  the ball. 

Wine Australia, in its revitalised form, 
is spearheading a newly galvanised and 
cohesive industry push to communicate 
Australia’s quality wines, backed by 
messages of character (winemakers 
included), regionality and diversity. 

And the winemakers are back too, 
with more than 60 touching down on 
British soil in just one month last autumn. 
Around this time a Premium Australia 
tasting debuted, showing only wines at 
£10 and upwards, including a dedicated 
50-strong section championing Italian 
varieties. With hindsight and gauging by 
the interest generated, this tasting could 
well have proved to be a pivotal event 
for Australia as it looks to put the pizazz 
back into its off er and gain (or regain) 
momentum with quality listings in the UK.

The big question, though, for those 
selling Australia into the UK, is what cues 
will help deliver these aims, alongside 
the ambitious countrywide education 
programme of tastings and events being 
rolled out by the generic offi  ce.

For David Gleave MW, managing 
director of Liberty Wines, Australia does 
well at the quality end, but still needs a 
constant push to keep it at the forefront of 
on and off -trade buyers’ minds.

Australia is back, with its winemakers 
once again burning shoe leather on British 
soils, but this time they’re chasing the high 
ground. Andrew Catchpole reports

oVerVieW: MAKING WAVES
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“Australia is holding its own, but as a 
result of a lot of work from us, getting 
out there and showing people the wines, 
telling the stories, explaining what 
great value Australia can offer, and the 
excitement that we are seeing come out of 
Australia,” says Gleave.

“It’s about regionality – look at the 
diversity that exists, at Chardonnay from 
Margaret River, Adelaide Hills, Yarra or 
Tasmania. It’s absolutely astonishing. And 
Shiraz is now following in a similar path 
with a bit of a blaze,” he continues. “Then 
there are new varieties, doing quite well, 

  6  EssEntial GuidE to australia 2016  www.offlicencenews.co.uk                                                                                    

AustrAliA by Numbers
All figures for UK off-trade, year ending 10.10.15 (Wine Australia data)

The UK STill Wine MarKeT
With a market share worth more than £1 billion, Australia remains a force to be reckoned with and clearly 
still resonates with wine-drinking punters. It has continued to grow volume and value share against the 
backdrop of a falling overall market. However, value within the category has dropped slightly when offset 
against the increasing volume sales, with a subsequent dip in average bottle price. 

	 	 Australia	 																																												Total	UK	Market
	 Total	Sales	 Change	(%)		 Market	Share	 Total	Sales	 Change	(%)

Volume (million cases)  18.7  5.0% 23.1 80.8 -1.6%
Value (£million)  1,163  3.7% 22.9%  5,077 -0.8%
Average price  5.18  -1.2%  5.24 0.9%
(£/bottle equivalent)

It’s about regionality 
– look at the diversity 

that exists, at 
Chardonnay from 
Margaret River, 

Adelaide Hills, Yarra 
or Tasmania. It’s 

absolutely astonishing  

coloUr charT
Big falls for the pink joy juice, but Aussie reds are up, ahead of increases in Aussie white sales, bucking the 
market trend towards whites. 

   Australia   Total UK Market
 Sales		 Change	(%)	 Winestyle		 Share	of	 Sales		 Change	(%)		 Winestyle
	 (million	cases)	 	 share		 winestyle	 (million	cases)	 	 share	  

Red  10.11        6.6% 54.1% 31% 32.9 -0.8%  40.8% 
White  8.11 3.8% 43.4%  22% 37.6 -1.0% 46.5%
Rosé  0.47 -9.2% 2.5% 5%  10.30 -6.2%  12.8%
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such as a Touriga/Tempranillo blend from 
[winemaker] Steve Pannell, or people 
rediscovering Grenache, or exciting Pinot 
Noirs that are really starting to do well.”

Gleave says that, quite obviously, 
some relief from an effective 40% rise of 
the Australian dollar against sterling is 
helping everyone along the supply chain. 
But the real deal is that the message is 
getting out there that Australia has “real 
substance, with real people, with real 
vineyards, doing great things” in terms of 
showing the diversity and matching the 
right varieties to the right sites. 

Consider that Australia had just 900 
wineries 25 years ago, but now has closer 
to 3,000, and the scope of this evolution 
becomes clear. 

Negociants UK’s managing director 
Simon Thorpe MW is another prominent 
champion of quality Australian wines for 
whom the premium message – at all times 
– is paramount. 

“The challenge is to sell more premium 
wines and always to focus on quality, and 
this is a collective responsibility for the 
whole industry,” says Thorpe. “To do this 
we need to funk up Australia’s image, to 
focus on the cult winemakers, to bring 
back the energy and sense of discovery, to 
look at wines with stories.

“Australia can’t ignore its broader 
consumer base because it has a lot of wine 
to sell, and it’s very good at making good 
value wines as well as being extremely 
good at higher-end wines,” he continues. 
“But in the long term, for the health of the 
industry, everyone in Australia has to be 
able to sell more premium wine.” 

Wines with stories, new varieties 
(or at least interpretations of styles), 
individual and characterful wines and 
winemakers, an edge of experimentation 
and Devil-may-care – all the ingredients 
that, arguably, used to be Australia’s forte 
when it first burst onto the UK shelves in a 
meaningful way just a few decades ago. All 
these ingredients, though, are back with 
a bang, complemented by a persuasive, 

more hands-off, restrained, “love-thy-dirt 
and let it shine” winemaking philosophy 
that is adding ever more layers of interest 
to Australia’s best wines. 

Lessons have been learnt, too. 
Australia’s boutique and independent 
family-owned mid-sized producers 
appear more accepting that the category 
needs its brands as both the bedrock 
of the industry and the point at which 
consumers are drawn in. Conversely, 
realising that Australia cannot sustain 
deep discounting and low prices, the 
bigger brand owners are seeking more 
sustainable returns and recognise that a 
halo effect, driven by the promotion of 
quality and premium wines, is beneficial 
to all. (The supermarkets’ drive to reduce 
SKUs and grow own and private-label is 
also doubtless helping nudge along this 
shift in positioning.) 

Neil Anderson, marketing director at 
Kingsland Drinks, agrees that Australia 
still needs to challenge the “safe and 
reliable” perception, but also cautions that 
as 89% of wines in the off-trade sell for 
£6.99 and below, it is equally important to 
inject some excitement into the category 
at this level. 

“To go further, to encourage consumers 
to pay a little bit more for Australia, this 
is where we need more differentiation, 
to take them beyond Chardonnay and 
Shiraz that still make up a vast majority of 
sales,” he says. 

“We have a growing Australian 
portfolio, and it’s about giving points of 
difference, for example Limestone Coast, 
which sounds interesting, or a variety 
such as Sauvignon Blanc, which changes 
the mix slightly, and then starts to build 
interest in different styles and regions.”

It’s all about connecting the dots, from 
brands to mid level to high end, from the 
safe (and good) mainstream to the funkier 
and wilder shores of the new wave. 
And Australia appears to be finding the 
balance, getting this right, which in turn is 
allowing space for all to shine through.  

off  licenceNews  7  

regioNAl director uK ANd europe,  
WiNe AustrAliA

laUra jeWell MW
 While building on Australia’s leading position in the off-
trade, the main challenge is to promote Australia as a 

provider of premium and fine wine. Australia is not just one 
country winewise, in the same way that France is not, and we 
need to promote the diversity of flavours and styles, regions 
and terroirs, together with the food-friendly, vibrant, evolving 
styles and emerging varieties.

“The focus of Wine Australia is trade education, to create 
excitement among the buyers, sommeliers, food and beverage 
colleagues, importers, salesmen and students.

“Winemakers and principals need to lead the charge and 
come over to tell their stories. There’s such a buzz around 
Australia. Wineries are exploring new or renewed distribution, 
and importers are expanding their portfolios. 

“There are so many new wines, new vibrant styles, 
that Australia cannot be accused of homogenisation. We 
can demonstrate the history through the classic wines of 
some regions; the evolution of styles, particularly Shiraz 
and Chardonnay, through the development of winemaking 
techniques to make food-friendly wines. 

“And we are seeing the revolution from smaller producers 
who are pushing their winemaking techniques and skills to 
the limits, producing amazing flavours and styles. Every time 
I meet one of these guys I am blown away by their passion, 
technical knowledge and willingness to experiment to create 
something unique.”

We need to funk up 
Australia’s image, 

to focus on the cult 
winemakers, to bring 
back the energy and 
sense of discovery
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cliMbing The ShelveS
Australia is creeping up the price ladder, with big increases (from a small base) at the high end, but still has 
much room to improve at the quality-image defining £8-£20, and still (worryingly) appears to be fighting it 
out at ankle level. 

£	per	bottle	 Sales		 Change	(%)	 Segment	share	 	Australian	share		 	
equivalent	 (million	cases)	 	 of	total	market	 of	segment

Up to £4.00 2.35 3.9%  13%  20%
£4.01-£5.00 5.05 10.2%  27%  22%
£5.01-£6.00 7.54 0.6% 40% 27%
£6.01-£7.00 3.09 15.4% 17% 26% 
£7.01-£8.00 0.52  -17.9% 3% 15%
£8.01-£9.00 0.07 -5.1% 0.4% 5%
£9.01-£10.00 0.03 0.1% 0.2% 6%
£10.01-£20.00 0.04 -27.0% 0.2% 6%
£20.01 and above 0.01 205.4% 0.0%  16%

Far left: david 
Gleave MW
above: simon 
thorpe MW
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the buzz 

A
ustralia is so vast, with 
its vineyards spread 
over diverse soils and 
climates, that there is 
an almost 
inconceivable range of 

wine styles to suit almost every palate 
and drinking occasion. From long-
established classics such as Shiraz and 
Chardonnay to a host of newcomers and 
still-emerging regions, the evolution of 
Australia’s wine scene continues apace. 
Here, then, is a taster of why we think 
Australia is back on course.

boot LeAther
All agree that a big part of Australia’s early 
appeal lay in the easy-going, globetrotting, 
“have a beer and a chinwag” attitude of 
the winemakers. And with some 60-odd 
winemakers over in the UK alone in the 
autumn of 2015, this essential human face 
of Australia and its wines is clearly back 
in play. 

ChArdonnAy And ShirAz
The evolution in styles of Australia’s great 
white grape have been well documented, 
though perhaps less so the concurrent 
evolution to more restrained, poised and 
fresh styles of its red counterpart Shiraz 
(or Syrah). Together these flagship Aussies 
have never offered a better, or more 
diverse, choice of styles. 

CooLer CLimAte
Tasmania, with its emerging roll-call 
of aromatic and elegant sparkling and 
still wines, is perhaps the most obvious 
example, but from Yarra Valley to the 
Great Southern by way of Adelaide Hills 
and the Macedon Ranges, viticulture in 
Australia has been steadily edging into 
cooler, higher and fresher territory.

exChAnge rAte
There’s no denying that an easing in 
exchange rate disparity, which has for so 
long pushed Australian prices up in the 
UK, is helping to underpin a renewed 
focus on supporting the UK market, with 
the upping of visits, tastings, promotional 
budgets and general focus that this brings. 

hAndS-off WinemAking
The “less is more” school of winemaking, 
allowing the fruit to travel from vine to 
bottle with as little unnecessary input from 
the winemaker as possible, is now firmly 

A wealth of 
old vines is 
now being 
nurtured and 
protected

Our snapshot of what’s hot and what’s happening 
on the wine scene Down Under

in A nutSheLL: iNNovatioN, evolutioN

entrenched across both established and 
up-and-coming producers, in a reversal of 
the overly technical approach that once 
defined much of Australia’s winemaking. 

itALiAn StALLionS
A sub-group all of its own among the 
march of Mediterranean varieties. 
Emerging and established wines include 
big hitters like Nebbiolo and Sangiovese, 
plus Aglianico, Montepulciano, Nero 
d’Avola, Negroamaro, Dolcetto and 
Sagrantino on the red front, and whites as 
diverse as Fiano, Vermentino and Arneis, 
plus others beside. 

mediterrAneAn moreS
Tempranillo may well prove a 
frontrunner here, but varieties as diverse 
as Grenache, Mataro (Mourvèdre), 
Touriga Nacional, Viognier and Verdelho 
are all now an established part of the 
winemaking mix, reflecting the ongoing 
curiosity to discover what works best in 
myriad Australian climates and soils. 

oLd Vine
Here, as elsewhere in the winemaking 
world, a wealth of old vines is now being 
nurtured and protected by successive 
generations that know when they are on 
to a good thing and are prepared to go the 
extra mile, in terms of producing often 
smaller quantities of higher priced wines, 
necessary to protect these vinous assets. 

Pinot noir
It just keeps on getting better and better, 
with some good value wines too, ranging 
from bright, zippy examples of pure 
Pinot fruit, to more complex, layered 
and savoury styles, with cooler-climate 
regions such as Mornington and 
Tasmania to the fore, all of which add up 
to an enticing addition to the globe’s still-
limited sources of quality Pinot Noirs. 

Premium PuSh
Australia has collectively recognised the 
need to focus on quality, quality, quality, 
and raise the stakes in the UK, with higher-
positioned and priced wines – from the 
branded to the niche level – to up the ante 
and communicate the best of its wines. 

regionAL reCognition
Understanding of Australia’s regional 
diversity is gradually growing, as more 
recently established regions and wine 

styles join the ranks of old timers 
such as Barossa and Shiraz, Clare and 
Riesling, or Cabernet and Coonawarra. 
This in turn is leading to a renewed 
emphasis on regionally specific styles 
as an “in” for consumers to help them 
better understand both the inherent 
individuality and typically higher  
priced offerings associated with 
Australia’s finer wines. 

rieSLing
Typically bone dry, but packing a fruit-
nuanced punch of refreshment that is 
eminently equipped to deal with modern, 
fresh and sometimes quite exotic British 
cuisine, Australia’s Rieslings remain an 
undersung gem that deserve a place on 
every decent wine list. 

SemiLLon
A tough, tough sell, which is odd for 
a wine that combines lowish natural 
alcohol with crisply zingy acidity and fruit 
purity, plus an ability to age and evolve 
into something quite incredible. Surely its 
time must come…

ShirAz/CAbernet bLendS
On old classic that is wholly Australian 
in character and one that looks like it’s 
enjoying something of a mini comeback 
as people remember the good things that 
first drew them to Aussie wines. 

terroir
Some in the UK trade have actually 
grumbled that too many young 
Aussie guns are leaping on the terroir 
bandwagon, producing high-priced, 
quality-focused, single-site wines to the 
point of potential overload. Not a criticism 
you’d ever hear levelled at Bordeaux, 
Barolo or Burgundy and we  
say a this is a very good thing for 
Australia’s individuality and higher end 
credentials.  

Cheers: the fresh 
face of australia
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partner profile: negociants 

n
egociants has much to 
celebrate following its 
25th birthday last year. 
As the export-import 
arm of Yalumba – 
Australia’s oldest 

family-owned winery, which remains 
under the wholly independent control of 
the highly respected Robert Hill-Smith – 
Negociants has developed and driven 
forward a remarkable portfolio of 
like-minded quality Antipodean 
producers both in the UK and on the 
international stage.

In many ways Negociants’ ethos and 
business philosophy closely reflects 
that of its parent company in the small 
town of Angaston in the Barossa Valley, 
rooted in a long-term, sustainable vision 
for the future of quality Australian 
winemaking. And, during these past 25 
years, Negociants has grown its portfolio 
to feature all of the key quality wine-
producing regions in Australia, from 
Hunter Valley to Margaret River by way 
of Barossa and South Australia, Victoria 
and Tasmania. 

As such the Australian producers it 
represents are like a microcosm of the 
best of the continent’s myriad vineyards 
and varieties, encompassing both well-
established classics and more recent 
emerging styles and regions. 

These range from Jim Barry’s 
incomparable The Armagh and 
Rockford’s classic Barossa Shirazes, 
Vasse Felix’s sublime Margaret River 
Chardonnays and Eden Valley pioneer 
Pewsey Vale’s Rieslings, to a host of 
other innovative vinous landmarks as 
diverse as Jansz’s Tasmanian sparkling 
wines, the evocative Running with Bulls 
Tempranillo and the superb Jeffrey 
Grosset/Robert Hill-Smith joint Eden 
Valley Riesling project mesh – to name 
but a few.

The Oxford Landing range, too, forms 
a core part of Negociants’ offer, counting 
the number one-selling Australian 
Sauvignon Blanc among its ever-popular 
and diverse varietally-focused wines. 

What unites this mix of accessible 
and high-end producers from across 
Negociants’ multifaceted portfolio is a 

Simon thorpe mW,  
managing director, negociantS UK

the way forward
For australia to continue to be successful it has to 
appeal to all sectors of the drinking public. But it is 

up to everyone to communicate. 
“the focus must always be rooted in quality, then we 

can tell the stories about innovation and diversity and cult 
winemaking, always by bringing in the people and characters 
behind the wines.

“over the past 25 years we have seen those that are now 
the ‘old guard’ continue to innovate while honing what they 
do best, with the rise of a new generation, well-travelled and 
educated in wine, taking things to another, different level.”  

 at the forefront  
of aUStralia 

 For more than a quarter of a century Negociants has  
championed the best of Australian wine in the UK

combination of long-term focus  
on delivering the best from regionally 
and site-specific climates and soils,  
while promoting the often highly 
engaging stories and characters behind 
some of Australia’s most celebrated 
wines. 

This in turn feeds into the Negociants 
philosophy of driving forward the 
message of premium Australia, 
bringing a uniquely Australian blend 
of accessibility and quality to all of its 
activities.  

The quality of wines across the 
Negociants portfolio is impeccable – as 
reflected in continuing strong sales 
growth through both the UK’s restaurant 
and independent merchant channels. 
Looking to the future, Negociants and 
its energetic, youthful team are clearly 
committed to continuing to raise the bar 
for both its own producers and Australia 
as a whole in the UK. 

It is an admirable aim. And, given 
the mix of heritage and innovation that 
defines its owner, Yalumba, one upon 
which Negociants is well placed to 
deliver as the next 25 years unfolds.   

Left: Rockford 
Wineries’ evocative 
entrance. 
Below: Robert Hill-
Smith; Yalumba’s 
clocktower

negociantS UK

Founded in 1990, negociants UK is a family-owned wine 
importer which proudly represents award-winning wineries 
including – among others – Yalumba, Vasse Felix, Jim Barry 
Wines, Pewsey Vale Vineyard, mesh, Jansz tasmania, 
Heggies Vineyard, smith & Hooper, Redbank, Running with 
Bulls, Brokenwood Wines and Rockford from australia, plus 
nautilus estate, opawa, twin islands and two Paddocks from 
new Zealand. negociantsuk.com    
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On The Jukesy BOx

F  
rom his enthusiastic 
early forays into the 
bars, restaurants and 
vineyards of Australia, 
communicator 
Matthew Jukes has 

been hooked on the mix of easy-going 
attitude, appealing gastronomy and 
exciting vinous diversity. So much so 
that, in addition to becoming the de 
facto Oz wine guru in Blighty, he was 
awarded the title Honorary Australian of 
the Year in the UK in 2012 in recognition 
of both his advocacy of the best of 
Australia’s vinous offering and his 
charitable Touch Wine events that, to 
date, have now raised AU$1.2M for 
homeless people Down Under. 

DOes AusTrAliA sTill hAve  
iTs mOJO?
Australia hasn’t lost focus of its roots in 
that it still does everything it used to do 
and does it better, just through natural 
evolution. 

But at the same time there is still a 
cutting edge, a front bumper to Oz. And 
on the pioneering side this includes 
under-represented regions, grape 
varieties and styles of wine, along with 
things such as a new restraint with oak to 
the use of amphoras – people just pushing 
every single idea that suits the sub-region 
and microclimate. 

The fascinating thing about what 
Australia is doing at the moment is that it 
is so big and diverse it can tackle any style 

Australia has 
a wealth of 
old vines, so 
much good 
material 

Australia champion Matthew Jukes shares his passion for its 
myriad wines with Andrew Catchpole

inTerview: matthew jukes

of wine it wants. You can’t look at Australia 
as one country. It’s like several countries 
in one continent. 

will These new vArieTies AnD 
sTyles give The ‘clAssics’ A 
run FOr Their mOney?
Weird and wonderful is exciting but 
there is much to be said about the classic 
grapes. Sangiovese, Tempranillo and 
the rest of it is newsworthy, but will still 
only be a tiny percentage of production. 
Australia should never lose focus on 
striving to make the best Shirazes, 
Chardonnays, Shiraz-Cabernets, dry 
Rieslings and Semillons in the world. And 
some of the best Pinot Noirs. So there is 
much to look at before you begin to think 
about something off-piste like Sagrantino!

Australia has a wealth of old vines, so 
much good material, which you can’t fake, 
and this is another reason the wines are 
so good – the old vines act as a natural 
handbrake on over-cropping, giving an 
extra dimension and lustre to the quality 
of the wines. And then, with help from 
the state and Adelaide University – a 
phenomenal facility to have as wicket 
keeper – it is very clonally aware with new 
plantings. It’s all there.

where DOes AusTrAliA reAlly 
shine AT The high enD?
The unusual thing is that Australia really 
can make all styles of wine at a top level. 
Consider sparkling out of Tassie, which 
is world class, then liqueur Muscat at the 

other end of spectrum, also world class. 
You can drink fino sherry styles, Amarone 
styles, you can drink anything you want 
out of Australia and find world class 
examples. Look at how fast and how far 
Australian Pinot Noir has come in terms 
of elite quality. The natural bounty of the 
country, its soils and climates, and the 
Aussie fascination with the whole world of 
wine mean it wants to excel at everything. 

If you look at the sweet spot for 
excellence around the world, you could 
argue that it’s high in France, around £60 
to £80 quid, almost as high in Italy, and a 
little lower in Spain, but it happens around 
the £18 to £40 mark with Australia. And 
if you open an old bottle of Coonawarra 
Cabernet or Adelaide Hills Chardonnay 
it’s likely to be stunning and for a fraction 
of the price of an older white Burgundy or 
Bordeaux from a great producer. 

is AusTrAliA DOing A gOOD 
enOugh JOB OF prOmOTing 
iTs BesT?
It takes a few years, but the consumer 
is getting it. When I take my 100 Best 
Australian Wines Roadshow around 
the UK I meet nearly 2,000 people who 
are not necessarily aficionados, but are 
excited about Australia and keen to 
try new wines. I’ve spotted how much 
consumer knowledge of Australia has 
improved over the past 10 years and they 
are often ahead of the trade in knowing 
about what is going on. 

I can’t emphasise enough how 
important Australia’s evolved and 
modern gastronomic scene is in relation 
to the wines. Whereas other countries 
tend to be entrenched in their own 
cuisine, in Australia everything started 
from fresh, so the cuisine is as diverse as it 
is in London, and the reason there is such 
a diversity is because Australians want to 
have something for everything. 

Jukes: world class 
wines in Oz
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Grenache 
is making 
waves and 
will be the 
wine of 2016

Jones: “Grenache is 
making waves”

DOes AusTrAliA sTruggle in 
The On-TrADe?
If you’re talking bottom end, but the 
higher up the scale the more you see. 
The difficulty is that if you look at the 
figures, the cheap stuff dilutes the whole 
thing. The premium end, year on year, 
is increasing. I see a huge amount of 
Australian wines going into restaurants, 
possibly with too much emphasis on the 
classics, such as Henschke or Penfolds 
Grange, but good Australian wines are 
always there. 

Sommeliers can be slightly blinkered, 
because they are only taught basics with 
Australia – unlike, say, Left and Right 
Bank with Bordeaux. Having taken on a 
sommelier last year for the first time I was 
surprised that, despite his stature, he had 
been given little exposure to Australia in 
his education. So I would blame this on 
the old school sommelier education. 

You have to remember that Australia 
has championed “brands” that had 
historically not done well in the UK. 
Look at how it introduced Chardonnay 
to everyone in the 80s. Let’s not even go 
down the ABC line of thought – clearly the 
Chardonnays coming out of Australia over 
the past decade have been sublime and 
have led New Zealand and South Africa in 
following this line and style. 

whAT is iT ABOuT AusTrAliA 
ThAT mOsT engAges yOu As A 
resTAurATeur?
Diversification is the key word, not only 
the classic wines such as Chardonnay, 
Shiraz, Cabernet and Semillon, but great 
styles like Grenache, Semillon-Sauvignon 
and Italian varieties are a big movement. 
There’s a lot of poor Italian wines around 
and if you look at the Italian heritage in 
Australia this makes sense. Even at the 
lower level Australia is making some 
great Pinot Grigio. 

Australia revived White Bordeaux – if 
it wasn’t for Margaret River Semillon/
Sauvignon would there have been such a 
resurgence for white Bordeaux in recent 
years? And where else in the world can 
you get Semillon of the quality you get in 
Hunter, with the natural ability to produce 
lower-alcohol wines? Who would have 
thought that Australia would be leading 
the way with that?

Grenache is making waves and will be 
the wine of 2016. It’s been hidden away 
for too long and can be a nice, refreshing 
wine or even a funky Pinot alternative 
for young people. Then Mornington 
Peninsula Pinot Noir came from nowhere 
and is now leading on price point and 
quality among prestige Pinot Noirs from 
the New World. Sparkling wine from 
Australia at the top end is increasing, with 
great quality at the price.

DO cusTOmers unDersTAnD 
AusTrAliA’s regiOnAl 
DiversiTy? 
Regionality is important and of course 
everyone’s love of Riesling now is 
stemming from knowing Australian dry 
Riesling. People have always recognised 
Margaret River for great Cabernet, and 
so on. Understanding is growing, people 
want to feel slightly clever, so they’ll say: 
“Let’s have bottle of Mornington Pinot, or 
Clare Riesling.”

is iT pOssiBle TO generAlise As 
TO whAT AusTrAliA OFFers On 
The FOOD pAiring FrOnT?
The style of food we are all now producing 
is much lighter, with less cream, less fuss, 
and this is mirrored by Australian wines: 
clean bright wines, vivacious without 
being tarty, fruit-filled without being 
jammy, wines that are a joy to drink and 
to match with food. People are looking 
for lighter, cleaner flavours and the wines 
match this very well. 

whAT AusTrAliAn BuilDing 
BlOcks wOulD yOu ADvise  
On A succincT BuT Open- 
minDeD lisT?
You have to have a dry Australian Riesling, 
something good value that delivers 
everything that’s good about Australia: 
vibrant, fresh, zingy, bringing everyone to 
life. Then I’d probably go for a great value 
Grenache, slightly chilled, which offers 
something different and enjoyable. 

And I certainly think Chardonnay, 
from Adelaide Hills or down in the Great 
Southern (where there are some great 
value wines), with hardly any oak, just 
clean fresh fruit, is a must. Then a classic 
Shiraz, probably one to show that the old 
blockbusters have changed, so a fresh and 
clean style, but then people also do want 
something a bit heavier, so perhaps a 
McLaren Vale or Barossa Shiraz as well.  

True Blue
Wine savvy chef Roger Jones, of The 
Harrow at Little Bedwyn, believes Oz 
should top the bill at food pairing. 
Andrew Catchpole finds out why

inTerview: roger jones
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The New Face 
oF ausTralia

Sorting the genuinely innovative from the 
fashionable and flash in the pan, Tyson Stelzer 

assesses Australia’s ongoing evolution

M
ainstream varieties, 
longstanding regions, 
traditional techniques 
–the tried and true 
work because they’ve 
withstood the test of 

time. Australia’s viticultural heritage 
spans more than 180 years, with grand 
old vines more than 160 years of age 
plunging calloused roots deep into 
ancient geology, as embedded in their 
terroir as the seventh-generation 
winemaking families who tend them.

But nothing stands still in Australia 
and experimentation abounds, 
with new varieties, new regions and 
new techniques constantly on trial. 
Experimentation is just that, and it’s 
destined to fail more often than it 
succeeds – many obscure varieties, out-
of-the-way regions and risqué techniques 
will pass by without ever inspiring 
attention. But every once in a while 
something just works, and given sufficient 
attempts, vine age and heartache it might 
just become something very exciting.

“The great advances in our industry 
have been when the pioneers have 
opened up new areas and found the right 
varieties to match them. These are the 
true innovations that change the course of 
winemaking history and everything else 
is just noise,” says industry legend Brian 
Croser of Tapanappa. 

He knows this well, having pioneered 
the modern era of viticulture in the 
Adelaide Hills in the 1980s. He has since 
established Pinot Noir of great promise, 
establishing the wine credentials of South 
Australia’s southern Fleurieu Peninsula.

VasT coNTiNeNT
From Margaret River in the west to 
Hunter Valley in the east, the spread 
of wine regions across the Australian 
continent spans the distance from 
Bordeaux to Russia and as far south  
as Lebanon. 

Croser names many underutilised 
regions for viticulture across this expanse 
– Portland in Victoria and the west coast of 
Tasmania for Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, 
north west Tasmania and Henty for 
Riesling, north of Hamilton in Victoria 
for Shiraz, and Augusta and Denmark in 
Western Australia for Sauvignon Blanc. 

He points out that most of the regions 
we know and love today didn’t exist as 
wine regions in the 1960s, and there is 
great opportunity for these new regions 
to open up as key winegrowing zones.

It takes a daring trailblazer with strong 
financial backing to take the plunge into 
a new viticultural region. Much simpler 
and safer to try something new on 
familiar turf. Extensive experimentation is 
underway across Australia with so-called 

“alternative” varieties. The term is a 
misnomer, and the varieties showing the 
most promise are very much mainstream 
in other parts of the wine world.

The impact of climate change has been 
more pronounced in Australia than any 
other wine country as far as increase in 
temperature is concerned, exemplified 
most emphatically in more prominent 
extremes of heatwaves, droughts, bushfires, 
frosts and floods. Clever wine growers 
have begun to focus their plantings around 
varieties more resilient to temperature 
extremes and drought. Logically, the most 
successful varieties of southern France, 
Spain and Italy are increasingly a focus for 
this hot, dry continent.

“I believe that if Tempranillo had 
been planted in Australia when Shiraz 
was planted in our history, it would be 
the variety that Shiraz is today, 25% of 

Australia’s crush,” claims Yalumba chief 
winemaker Louisa Rose. While Croser 
expresses scepticism over Tempranillo’s 
potential in Australia, Rose highlights its 
distinctive flavour and acid balance as 
making it superior to Zinfandel, Sangiovese 
and Nebbiolo in the Yalumba vineyards.

“There is a danger for some producers 
making Tempranillo too ripe,” says La Linea 
winemaker Peter Leske, one of Adelaide 
Hills’ leading makers of the variety. The 
irony for Tempranillo is that it’s not 
showing its greatest promise in warmer 
regions, but rather in cooler places such as 
Victoria’s Alpine Valleys, South Australia’s 
Adelaide Hills, and even the southern end 
of Western Australia’s Margaret River. It 
can also perform well in cooler parts of 
Victoria’s Heathcote and South Australia’s 
Clare and Barossa Valleys.

Vine age dictates that there is inevitably 

Jansz vineyard in 
the frost

TreNds: on cue
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a wait of decades for any variety to display 
its full potential, and most Australian 
Tempranillo has only been in the ground 
since 2000. With Alpine Valley vines 
dating from 1988 and Adelaide Hills from 
1998, perhaps it’s no surprise that these 
two regions are producing some of the 
most varietally flattering expressions of 
Tempranillo in the country.

The New old TiMers
Australia is home to lesser-known 
varieties of longstanding history, too. 
When I sat down to explore a long 
line of varieties for consideration for 
replanting a Barossa Valley vineyard 
with the viticultural and winemaking 
teams of Bethany Wines, the wine that 
captured all of our attention was St Hallett 
Touriga Nacional 2009, from a Barossa 
Valley site originally planted for fortified 

wine production in 1982. Bethany has 
since planted Touriga for table wine 
production. Croser says: “I’d love to 
see more Touriga Nacional planted in 
the warmer areas. It deserves to be up 
there with Shiraz and Cabernet as one of 
Australia’s great varieties.”

Yalumba first planted the southern 
Rhône variety of Viognier in the cool 
Eden Valley in 1980, but it was not until 
1998 that it released the first vintage of 
its flagship white wine, The Virgilius 
Viognier. “It took longer than it could 
have because we didn’t set out to make 
Viognier our great white variety,” says 
Rose. “But looking at it in the vineyard and 
the winery as an evolutionary process, its 
potential eventually became clear.” 

Rose is now regarded as a leading 
maker of Viognier in Australia, and has 
worked fanatically in the vineyards and 

the winery to fine-tune the variety and 
build freshness, texture and longevity. 
“Wild barrel fermentation, lees age 
and bâtonnage have all contributed to 
integrity, character and mouthfeel. I 
have been pleasantly surprised at the 
endurance of Virgilius to improve for 
many years in the cellar.”

eMergiNg waVe
More recent experimentation with white 
varieties has seen the rise of the Austrian 
variety Grüner Veltliner in the Adelaide 
Hills. In a region perhaps surprisingly 
not largely well suited to Riesling, Grüner 
has shown great promise in displaying its 
spicy appeal while upholding acid verve. 
A small core of just half a dozen estates 
producing the variety in the Hills has 
doubled in the past two years.

The Adelaide Hills is also building a 

above left: louisa 
rose
above: Brian Croser

I’d love to see more 
Touriga Nacional planted 
in the warmer areas. It 
deserves to be up there 

with Shiraz and Cabernet 
as one of Australia’s great 

varieties
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There are always exceptions, and 
perhaps none more dramatic or 
controversial than the Thousand 
Candles Yarra Valley 2013 blend of 
Shiraz, Pinot Noir and, yes, Sauvignon 
Blanc, the brainchild of the talented 
William Downie. “The Shiraz is 100% 
whole bunch, we didn’t destem a berry,” 
he says. “I didn’t do anything. I used no 
temperature control, no pump overs, 
no punch downs and no sulphur until 
bottling. I wandered around the winery 
and everyone thought I was a total idiot 
and the wine was going to be spoilt.”

Downie’s aspiration is not to make the 
best wine possible, but to make the truest 
wine possible, true to the season and true 
to the place. His Thousand Candles 2013 is 
a beautifully retrograde manifestation of 
his mandate. 

That’s Australia for you.  

reputation, albeit on a small scale, for 
articulate, varietally accurate Nebbiolo 
and Nero d’Avola. “I am very convinced 
by Nebbiolo in Australia,” says Croser. 
“And the Sicilian varieties such as Nero 
d’Avola are novelties creating interest. I 
am partially convinced by Sanviovese 
and Barbera.” Victoria’s King Valley is 
emerging as an epicentre for Italian 
varieties, thanks to both its cool climate 
and its deep Italian heritage.

To Croser, the terroir-driven match 
between vineyard and variety is key, 
and winemaking choices are merely 
novelties. “Too much whole bunch is the 
same as fermenting in highly charred 
oak,” in his opinion. It’s a fair response to 
the preoccupation of some makers with 
excessive levels of whole bunch inclusion 
in fermentation, masking varietal and 
terroir expression.

Victoria’s King Valley is 
emerging as an epicentre 

for Italian varieties, thanks 
to both its cool climate 

and its deep Italian 
heritage
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An AustrAliA 
ChAmpion

A  
s one of the world’s 
largest and most 
influential wine 
companies, Accolade 
Wines is the 
custodian of an 

impressive portfolio of leading brands 
from across the New World, including 
some of the best-known estates from 
the company’s native home in Australia. 

Folding in benchmark varieties 
and styles, Accolade’s Australian offer 
includes both accessible, popular 
brands and regionally focused premium 
wines that span Margaret River to 
Tasmania, by way of Barossa, McLaren 
Vale, Adelaide Hills, Clare Valley and 
Yarra Valley. 

As such, Accolade is the pre-eminent 
supplier of Australian wines to the UK, 
holding a commanding 13% share of the 
category, with its popular leading brand, 
Hardys, continuing to grow its number 
one position by both value and volume. 

Supporting this are Hardys’ premium 
tiers plus a host of other iconic 
Australian names, including Houghton, 
Leasingham, Reynella, Bay of Fires, 
Arras, Brookland, Starve Dog Lane, 
Eddystone Point, Yarra Burn and Grant 
Burge, which are doing much to raise 
the profile of regionally focused, quality 
Australian wines with British consumers. 

“In reaching and retaining this 
position we have always strived to 
provide highly attractive offers to our 
customers and consumers alike, focusing 
on delivering great quality from vineyard 
to glass and at every price point,” says 
Accolade Wines chief executive Paul 
Schaafsma. 

Highly active in researching wine 
drinkers’ preferences and purchasing 
decisions, in 2014 Accolade launched  
its first online sales platform, 
1853wineclub.com. 

In addition to selling direct to 
consumers, the website provides a 
fantastic platform for wine lovers to 
learn about regional, premium wines 
from Australia and elsewhere in the 
New World. 1853 Wine Club has proved 

a popular resource, with signed-
up members also benefitting from 
discounts, hard-to-come-by vintages and 
rarer wines from the Accolade portfolio. 

Offering the reassurance of household 
brands, while putting serious investment 
behind an extensive premium portfolio 
from across Australia, Accolade is clearly 
dedicated to raising the profile of this 
inimitable wine-producing nation. 

the BedroCks of ACColAde’s 
AustrAliAn portfolio
BAnroCk stAtion
A popular modern range of wines 
combining accessible, easy-drinking 
varietal Australian appeal with a global 
environmental programme that has seen 
in excess of AU$6m donated to myriad 
projects, from protection of the Great 
Barrier Reef to a partnership with the 
National Trust to save local wildlife.

hArdys
The UK’s number one wine brand 
and the fourth most powerful wine 
brand globally, Hardys is, famously, the 
Official Wine of English Cricket, with 
legendary cricketers including Sir Ian 
‘Beefy’ Botham and 2015 Ashes star 
player Stuart Broad supporting the 
wines. Such high-profile sponsorship 
is backed by a heritage that stretches 
back five generations to current brand 
ambassador Bill Hardy’s great-great-

grandfather, who first created Hardys 
wines. Today, the range is topped by the 
superb Eileen Hardy wines, and runs 
the gamut from Australia’s most popular 
entry-level label to the mid-range William 
Hardy regional wines from Langhorne 
Creek and Limestone Coast, and HRB 
wines.

houghton
This Swan River-based Western 
Australian estate traces its history back 
to three army officers who established 
the first vineyards as long ago as 1836. 
Today, Houghton is a leading Western 
Australian producer, sourcing fruit 
from across the major premium wine-
growing regions in Western Australia, 
including Gingin, Margaret River, 
Frankland River and Mount Barker in 
the Great Southern, delivering diverse 
styles throughout the ranges. 

leAsinghAm
An outstanding Clare Valley producer 
since 1893, crafting regionally distinct 
wines under the premium Bin and 
Classic Clare labels, with emphasis on 
its Langton’s classified expressions 
of outstanding regional Rieslings and 
Cabernet Sauvignons. 

reynellA
The Reynella winery is revered as the 
birthplace of the Australian winemaking 
industry, with some of Australia’s first 
vines being planted by the Reynell family 
in the Adelaide region in 1842. Today the 
wines continue to offer a well-defined 
expression of the best of McLaren Vale, 
leaning towards a classic, refined style. 

BAy of fires And ArrAs
Accolade’s more recent Tasmanian 
ventures have delivered highly awarded 
sparkling and elegant cool-climate still 
wines to the company’s portfolio, with 
chief sparkling winemaker Ed Carr 
clearly delivering on his premise that 
this cool, green island can produce 
sparkling wines to rival the great houses 
of Champagne. 

A pre-eminent force in Australian wine, Accolade has a far- 
reaching range featuring popular, regionally specific and high- 

end labels in its impressive portfolio

pArtner profile: accolade

Hardys and 
Houghton wines 
are among the well-
known names in 
accolade’s portfolio
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partner profile – interview: ross pamment

Q  is there one variety or 
style that puts the wind in 
your sails?
Chardonnay – both making and drinking 
it. The styles I love to make are rich and 
textural. Wines that have good mouthfeel 
but still retain finesse. The Margaret 
River and Pemberton are potentially the 
greatest Chardonnay-producing regions 
in Western Australian. 

Q  what principles guide your 
winemaking? 
We are fortunate to have access to older 
vineyards, some up to 50 years, with our 
oldest Houghton plantings dating back 
to 1932 in the Swan Valley. We do a lot of 
work in the vineyards to ensure picking 
decisions are based on flavour. Basically 
the fruit off these vines is walking the 
walk, with balance between fruit flavours 
and ripeness while maintaining acidity. 
This lends to a more hands-off approach, 
which allows the true sense  
of site to express itself within our 
premium wines. 

Q  many think of australia 
as a modern wine-producing 
country. how important is 
houghton’s heritage? 
Houghton is steeped in history, being 
nearly 180 years old, the third-oldest 
winery in Australia, and I see this is a 
great benefit. But please don’t think  
that because we have heritage we are  
old school. We have evolved our 
winemaking style to ensure there is 
freshness and vibrancy within the  
wines and, of course, we have 
experimented just like everyone else. In 
many instances Houghton has been at 
the forefront of style evolution and 
driving development of new 
winegrowing regions within WA. 

We still get asked about the “white 
Burgundy”, first made in 1937, now 
known as White Classic. We still make 
this Chenin Blanc-dominant wine, 
though the style has evolved with 
Verdelho, Semillon and Chardonnay now 
making up the blend. Up until the 1970s 
most Australian imbibers preferred beer 

Houghton is 
steeped in 
history, it’s 
nearly 180 
years old

or fortifieds and the Houghton “white 
Burgundy” was one of the accessible 
table wines that changed many 
perceptions about wine. 

Q  what is the relationship 
between the different 
ranges within houghton? 
The single vineyard Jack Mann from  
the Frankland River Region is our 
premium offering in the UK, made from 
this one site since 1994. We know this 
vineyard intimately – we know where the 
best spots are to the extent that we 
selectively harvest certain sweet spots  
in rows. 

These wines are made with little 
winemaking intervention and vintage 
variation is all part of the story. 

At the other end of the spectrum, our 
regional blends are fruit-derived, soft, 
easy drinking and consistent year on 

year, because that is what the consumer 
expects. The style captures the wine 
drinker and is an introduction to the 
Houghton brand, hopefully generating 
intrigue to sample the other wines in  
our portfolio. 

Q  how healthy is australia’s 
premium wine scene?
Australia produces some exquisite wines 
– the premium offering is at the top end. 
Western Australian wine drinkers make 
up 60% of our sales, but it is equally 
important to ensure globally our wines 
are revered, just as they are at home. 

At an entry level, consumers don’t 
necessarily buy based on whether the 
wine is a blend of regions or not, but 
regional identity has a huge part to play 
with premium wines. Those who are 
willing to spend more on a bottle of wine 
generally are more interested in the wine 
itself. Where it comes from is all part of 
the story. 

Q  should western australia 
promote front-runners 
from among its varieties? 
There needs to be frontrunners in 
every region, we don’t try to be a Jack-
of-all-trades, but it is also good to have 
variation that generates further intrigue 
in the region. 

For the Margaret River, Cabernet 
Sauvignon leads by a whisker over 
Chardonnay. The best Cabernet 
Sauvignon from Western Australia can 
be classed as nothing but exceptional. 

We have seen an evolution in quality 
of both Chardonnay and Cabernet 
Sauvignon made from Margaret River 
fruit over recent years. Vine age and 
understanding of vineyard site potential 
has also been the greatest influence this 
region has seen. 

Additionally our Verdelho and Chenin 
Blanc (grown in the Swan Valley) are 
varieties that thrive in the area and have 
done well historically. And we are now 
starting to experiment with our own 
style of Pinot Gris at Houghton and made 
our first wines from five-year-old vines 
this past vintage.   

ross Pamment

a western 
australian classic

Houghton’s Ross Pamment discusses the fine balance of blending 
180 years of heritage with modern winemaking at this famous 

Frankland River winery
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benchmarks: grape varieties

back to the fut ure
o

n a recent visit to a 
South Australian 
winery, the winemaker 
could hardly contain 
his excitement as I 
tasted my way through 

a flight of Shiraz and Grenache. There was 
something he wanted me to try when I 
was done. Once I’d finished tasting, he 
pulled out his “new babies” - a pair of 
wines, one based on Italian varieties, the 
other containing a generous dollop of 
Touriga Nacional, and asked me what I 
thought their prospects were in the UK.

I didn’t want to rain on his parade, but 
the truth is that, when it comes to Aussie 
wines, UK consumers remain resolutely 
wedded to the classics. Grapes that have 
dominated our retail shelves since the 
1980s – Shiraz and Chardonnay in the 
vanguard, with Cabernet, Grenache 
and Riesling bringing up the rear – still 
account for the vast majority of sales. And, 
in recent years, Pinot Noir has joined the 
cannon of Aussie classics. 

“We hardly list any of the country’s 
funkier wines,” says Philglas & Swiggot’s 
Justin Knock MW. “Good as many of 
them are, if you put them up against their 
peer group from Europe, they’re just too 
expensive.”

In the on-trade, too, old 
favourItes stIll rule 
“Although Italian and Iberian grapes 
represent a point of interest on a list, 
classics such as Shiraz, Grenache, Pinot 
Noir and Chardonnay still represent a 
huge chunk of the market,” says Martin 
Lam, a consultant for the Zetter Group.

Nevertheless, keen as consumers 
are on buying the old familiar Aussie 
grapes, they don’t seem to have twigged 
that styles have changed – sometimes 
dramatically – in recent years. 

ocker no more
One reason for these changes is 
geographical – Australians have spent a 
significant amount of time exploring their 
terroir in greater depth. The traditional 
viticultural heartlands – among them 
the Barossa, Margaret River and Hunter 
Valley – have not been abandoned, 
but cooler-climate regions, such as 
Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula, Western 
Australia’s Great Southern and the area 
around Canberra, have assumed greater 
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back to the fut ure
importance, particularly at the premium 
end of the market. In large part this 
geographical shift has been driven by a 
growing interest in wines with greater 
freshness and lower alcohol levels. 

Hand in hand with this exploration 
of new regions has come a move away 
from the “more-is-more” style that 
once dominated the Aussie portfolio. 
Winemakers across Australia are seeking 
to introduce greater elegance and 
restraint, with many of them looking to 
the Old World for inspiration.

Arguably, the grape variety most 
profoundly affected is Chardonnay 
– particularly Chardonnay from the 
cool-climate state of Victoria. It wasn’t 
all that long ago that the grape was the 
Dolly Parton of the Australian wine 
world – buxom tropical fruit flavours 
were upholstered with lavish amounts 
of new oak, and alcohol levels often 
exceeded 14% abv. Contemporary Aussie 
Chardonnay is far more restrained – both 
aromatically and structurally – and it’s not 
unusual for Chardonnays to come in at 
12.5%-13% abv. Many of the more premium 
wines also have at least a whiff of the 
reductive character often referred to as 
“struck match”. Not everyone is thrilled 
by this swing of the stylistic pendulum, 
and many UK wine buyers are wary of the 
most radical new-wave wines.

“Although a number of the 
Chardonnays we offer have a little bit of 
reduction, we’ve not gone for the very 
extreme styles,” says Wine Society buyer 
Sarah Knowles MW. ‘The wines need to 
have some fruit to sustain that reductive 
character.’

red rIght hand
An influx of savoury cooler-climate 
Shirazes in recent years means that 
perceptions of Australia’s hallmark red 
grape are also shifting. 

“We’re pushing our customers towards 
Shiraz from areas such as the Adelaide 
Hills, Canberra and Victoria. The wines 
are perfumed and there’s a refreshing 
element to them,” says Knock. ‘The big, 
high-alcohol styles that were popular 10 
years ago are very slow sellers these days.”

Over at the Hakkasan Group, however, 
group head of wine Christine Parkinson 
still sees high demand for the richer, 
more traditional styles of both Shiraz and 
Grenache. ‘These wines are often great 

Punters remain wedded to Australia’s Chardonnay and 
Shiraz, but are often oblivious as to the evolution in 
style. Natasha Hughes MW reports 

Aussie 
Chardonnay 
is far more 
restrained 
– both 
aromatically 
and 
structurally

Western australian 
Chardonnay 
ripening
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with big, spicy dishes,” she says. “The 
exception we’ve always struggled with 
is Hunter Valley Shiraz – the price point 
is high and the flavours a bit savoury for 
most tastes.”

Even Grenache, once Australia’s big, 
bold bruiser, is currently undergoing 
stylistic revisions. There are still plenty 
of ripe raspberry-sweetie-scented wines 
on the market, but some producers are 
ringing the changes by creating refined, 
almost Pinot-like expressions of the grape. 

However, UK demand for these 
wines seems to lag behind winemakers’ 
enthusiasm, as does the price these wines 
can fetch.

Sales of premium Pinot Noir are 
growing, and the consensus is that the 
best wines offer both high quality and a 
distinctive Aussie style. Their often high 
prices, however, can be a disincentive for 
some customers.

“Australian Pinot doesn’t play well with 
customers who buy Chilean Pinot for 
around a tenner from the supermarket,” 
says Parkinson. “They’re looking at 
something on a list at about £35 and won’t 
pay more than £100 for an Aussie Pinot. 

“But, for the more knowledgeable 
customers, these wines carry weight.’

‘If you pit the Pinots from Victoria and 
Tasmania against those from Oregon or 
Northern California, the wines deliver 
good quality for money,’ says Knowles. 

“They’re not trying to mimic Burgundy 
– they’re true to their terroir. It’s just a 
shame they’re not half the price.”

stIll nIche 
Things look somewhat less rosy for 
the other classic grapes. Demand for 
Bordeaux blends from Margaret River 
remains niche, but this hardly poses a 
challenge as production volumes are low. 
Cabernet from Coonawarra, on the other 
hand, went from being one of Australia’s 
hallmark wines to being lost in the stylistic 
wilderness. 

“The wines got drowned in a wave 
of sweet fruitedness when they started 
chasing that big Barossa style,” says 
Knock.

“Now that they’re back to somewhere 
around 13% abv, and people have stopped 
trying to make Cabernet that looks like 
Shiraz, I think the grape can make a 
comeback,”he says, adding, “It doesn’t 
hurt that the price is reasonable because 

it’s become so much harder to sell 
Cabernet grapes.”

Riesling, too, has a select band of 
admirers. But, despite efforts by some 
producers to introduce sweeter styles 
to their range, they are eclipsed by sales 
of Australia’s hallmark dry style. And, 
according to Knowles, Riesling is a price-
sensitive grape. “Sales of Riesling from 
Great Southern are growing well, mainly 
because the wines are reasonably priced,” 
she says. 

Zetter’s Lam, too, believes that sales 
of Riesling are conditional on price. “If 
presented with a choice of a Clare Riesling 
at £60 on a list or another white wine 
from Spain, most customers will go for 
the Spanish option as they’re just easier 
to understand,” he says. ‘Some Aussie 
producers have a following that gets them 

listings, but the price is high. Unless you’re 
a Riesling fan, you’re unlikely to shell out 
for these wines.”

Tough as things are for Riesling, 
Semillon fares even worse, despite its 
venerable history in Australia. “The grape 
is just totally off most people’s radar,” 
says Lam. “Not just Australian versions – 
Semillon from anywhere is a struggle to 
sell. It’s a shame as it’s a grape Australia 
does really well.”

Knock agrees, commenting: “Hunter 
Semillons are amazing wines, but most 
people just don’t get it – good as it can  
be, especially with age, it’s a pariah  
grape.

“People don’t buy Australia looking for 
excitement,” Knock adds. “They buy the 
wines because they offer a comforting 
familiarity.”

If Knock is right, it’s going to be a 
while before blends based on Italian or 
Iberian varieties become Australia’s new 
norm.  

uk off-trade sales of classIc australIan 
varIetIes to 10.10.15 (fIgs WIne australIa)
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value (£million)

= % share of total sales of 
australian whites (total 
value £473.08 million)

= % share of total sales 
of australian reds (total 
value £599.18 million)

value (£million)

53.7 1.6 0.7
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victoria style

D  
e Bortoli is 
championing 
regional Australia 
with two new ranges. 
As a producer it has 
long been an 

established player in the UK market, 
building up a loyal fan base over the 
years for its impressive range of wines 
including Noble One – one of the most 
awarded wines in history – along with its 
range of cool-climate wines from the 
renowned Yarra Valley region. 

The company was established by 
Vittorio and Giuseppina De Bortoli  
who, as migrants from northern Italy, 
came to Australia in search of a better 
life. Today, De Bortoli is one of Australia’s 
largest family-owned wineries, but their 
Italian heritage still drives the way they 
do business.

Last year the company showed its 
commitment to the UK market by taking 
share ownership in new specialist 
distributor North South Wines and they 
are leading the charge on championing 
Australian regionality with the launch 
of two new ranges, made by the highly 
lauded and charismatic Steve Webber. 

 As winemaker Steve Webber says: 
“Like food, consumers are increasingly 
inquisitive about where their wine 
comes from. Australia’s climates are so 
diverse that it is important that people 
link variety and wine style with a region 
or place. 

“This is what we are trying to do with 
both of these ranges. Pure and detailed 
expressions of Chardonnay and Pinot from 

the Yarra Valley, plump and richly textured 
Shiraz from Heathcote, gently aromatic 
Pinot Grigio from the King Valley.”

the Palette series
Launching to the impulse channel, 
multiple grocers and multiple specialists 
in January 2016, the Palette Series brings 
great regional wines at competitive prices 
to the UK. Its perky design and evocative 
names paint an enticing picture depicting 
the wines’ origin. The range sits at £9.99 
and includes Gumboot Shiraz from the 
deep red soils of Heathcote; Over Yonder 
Pinot Noir and Topsy Turvy Chardonnay 
from cool climate Yarra Valley; and Fresh 
Reign Pinot Grigio from the emerging King 
Valley (known for its Italian varietals).

regional reserve
A range exclusive to independents and 
regional wholesalers which brings the 

From his Yarra Valley family home, winemaker Steve Webber has put  
De Bortoli at the forefront of regionally expressive Victorian wines

Partner Profile: De Bortoli

best regional wines from premium 
vineyards across Victoria, Australia. 

The resultant wines show character 
and are a true expression of the variety 
and the region. The range is packaged 
in classic style, and includes Sauvignon 
Semillon, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and 
Cabernet Sauvignon from the Yarra 
Valley and Shiraz from Heathcote (rrp 
£9.99).

 The Palette Series and Regional 
Reserves compliment De Bortoli’s 
extensive range wines including La 
Boheme, Yarra Valley Estate and Single 
Vineyard wines, as well as their world 
renowned Noble One and Premium 
Fortified wines.

For more information about De 
Bortoli visit www.debortoli.com.au or 
their UK partner: North South Wines Ltd 
www.northsouthwines.co.uk or email 
hello@northsouthwines.co.uk.  

top: Palette 
series Gun Boot 
Heathcote shiraz 
Bottom: regional 
reserve Yarra  
Valley Chardonnay

de Bortoli’s picturesque vineyards in australia’s Yarra Valley. above main: italian roots, 
australian soil: the de Bortoli family have been making wine in australia since 1928. 
inset: leanne and steve: Winemaker steve Webber and wife and granddaughter of  
the founders leanne de Bortoli.
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Talking 
ausTralian

a
ustralia remains a 
formidable force in the 
UK, but there is a palpable 
sense that it has lost some 
of its earlier spark. This is 
perhaps because of long 

familiarity with its wines (not least at the 
cheaper end in the supermarket aisles), and 
the general hunkering of trade, 
commentators and consumers after the 
latest new thing, the most recently touted 
hot and happening region.

However, as our panel revealed, Australia 
– and especially its mid-to-higher-end 
wines – continues to engage, being an 
important category in channels as diverse 
as supermarkets, national wholesale, 

independent merchants and fine dining 
restaurants. And while the entry-level offer, 
under pressure from exchange rate and 
other factors, is pretty static, interest in the 
higher-end wines and even the more esoteric 
varieties and styles emerging is growing.

Consumers who grew up on Australian 
“sunshine on a bottle” are generally maturing 
into higher-end Australia drinkers. But it is 
also up to those selling Australian wines to 
ensure that expectations are met with a range 
that continues to excite and entice. Without 
this sense of discovery and choice at the 
quality level customers will look elsewhere.

Equally important, as Simon Jerrome, 
purchasing director of Matthew Clark, 
pointed out, is to remember that classic styles 

and varieties, such as Shiraz and Chardonnay, 
will remain the overwhelming core of 
Australia’s offer. So, while funky Italian and 
other varieties may add spice, it is crucial for 
Australia to communicate the evolution and 
quality of its benchmark styles. 

The good news for Australia is that all felt 
the country, at mid-to-higher price levels 
(from £8/£10 upwards), offers genuinely good 
value, with individual styles that can compete 
on quality with “alternatives” from elsewhere. 

In terms of putting the pizazz back into 
the offer, most agreed that diversity, possibly 
best expressed through driving home greater 
understanding of regionality, is key to helping 
consumers navigate their way around this 
vast vinous continent’s wines. 

Our Australian Round Table and Snapshot Tasting posed the question ‘Where Does 
Australian Go from Here?’, provoking some informative insights into the strengths and 

weaknesses of this diverse wine-producing nation’s image and appeal 

The experTs: round table
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hamish anderson
Head buyer, tate Galleries
The real challenge for Australia 
is to make itself vital to people 
who are putting together wine 

lists, whether sommeliers or in casual dining 
environments, and convincing them that 
Australia has good stories to tell. Australia 
does have an exciting story but people putting 
together those lists don’t understand that yet. 
So it’s about encouraging people to take the 
parts of Australia that are suitable to their lists 
and doing something more exciting.

Cheap Spanish, Italian and French wine 
is sold in supermarkets, and not to the 
detriment of their higher-end wines. So a 
country can sell cheaper wines and more 
premium wines, but I’m not sure Australia 
has yet fully articulated that it does premium 
wine really well, in addition to doing 
cheap wine reasonably well. In fine dining 
restaurants, if people are spending more on 
a special occasion, there is still a tendency to 
default to other regions. 

simon Jerrome
Purchasing director, 
Matthew Clark
We still have to look at price 
– we mustn’t get away from 

the fact that the Australian industry needs 
the wines going through at the lower level 
to sustain the industry. Australia produces 
a lot of Shiraz and Chardonnay and it’s not 
going to stop, so it needs to keep improving 
the quality of those wines and encourage 
consumers to move up within those varieties, 
then that might encourage them to try other 
interesting varieties. 

The on-trade is very interesting at the 
moment, because premium Australian wines 
are selling. Gone are the days of the food and 
beverage director who’s been there for aeons 
and can tell you stories about great tastings in 
Bordeaux. The gatekeepers today are much 
more open to premium Australian wines 
and I think Australia is in a great place to sell 
more of its higher-priced wines to these more 
open-minded buyers. 

richard hemming mW
Writer and educator, jancisrobinson.com
An advantage that Australia has is that as a country 
it has quite a strong personality – this referring to its 
wines as well as its national character – and one of the 

things it’s good at doing is being unpretentious. That accessible aspect 
is critical. When Australian wine first came here it was sunshine in a 
glass, unlike that European thing where you have to be in the know, 
so people could enjoy the wine in their glass. And I think Australia 
should keep this approachability. Making Australia vital [to a list] 
is important as well, but this should be done by emphasising how 
easygoing and accessible it is. Australia has a strong image and 
there’s a strong cultural connection between our two countries, so 
revitalising that aspect could really work. 

andreW c ingham
buyer, Morrisons
There’s room for everybody. If customers are buying 
Australian wines from supermarkets during the week 
at £5-£7, and it’s all affordable and enjoyable, then when 

they go out at the weekend there should be good lists where they can 
find similar good value, enjoyable wines. But it seems more difficult to 
do this in the on-trade and this challenge needs to be addressed.

Australia remains our most important category, with significant 
growth, but much of it has been driven by promotion. There’s been a 
lot of change in retail recently, so many reasons for the gains Australia 
has made have been disappearing, with regard to range and price. 
Supermarkets now need to offer something different, so explore 
things like interesting parcels of wines. 

Ben henshaW
Md, Indgo Wines
We commit time and space 
to Australia and very much 
enjoy working with Australian 

producers. We are in it for the long term as 
it would probably be easier to take more 
Spanish wines on. But we are discovering 
a lot of interesting climates and terroirs [in 
Australia], coupled with young and dynamic 
producers and winemakers. This is probably 
a small part of the Australian wine scene, but 
it’s growing and it’s exciting. 

It feels like we are going on a journey with 
them, and they also understand a bit about 
marketing, so we are supporting them, but 
they are also supporting us, helping the 
wines to work for us. It is not necessarily easy, 
particularly at the more expensive end, but as 
I said, we are in it for the long term and think 
it will be very worthwhile given time. At the 
mid-to-upper level, there is still a lot of work 
to be done in communicating the wines, but 
hopefully we can be part of that. 

The Word from our 
Talking heads 
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simon Thorpe mW
Md, negociants uK
The key take-outs are that 
Australia has the ability 
to make great wines and 

probably in a more diverse way than 
any other New World countries. If you 
consider the regionality, styles, varieties and 
geographical mix, the simple challenge is to 
present that diversity at different levels for 
different people – horses for courses. And we 
all have to pull together with quality-focused 
tastings for the trade 

But the bigger challenge is to excite 
consumers and their touch points are the 
bigger brands. A key worry is that Australia’s 
success in the supermarkets provides 
everyday value, but we don’t see interesting 
parcels alongside this. If you look at France, it 
also sells a lot of cheaper wine, but this isn’t a 
hindrance to selling higher quality and more 
interesting wines. The challenge for Australia 
is to get people away from £5 wines and 
exploring more of the diversity and quality. 

sophie uddin
operations manager, Granger & Co
People expect us to have Australian wines because of the 
link with (Australian chef) Bill Granger, so the expectation 
is of some really good wines on list, people are open, the 

trust is already there. Older, more traditional customers still go for the 
big reds and Rieslings from Clare, but the younger crowd want to try 
something different from Australia, new varieties, funky blends. 

So what we’ve tried to do with recent wine list changes is add 
interesting new varieties, Touriga Nacional, plus Pinot Gris, off-dry 
Riesling and Gewurztraminer, which go with spicier Asian elements 
in the food, along with other funky things going on. There is a big 
Asian slant to a lot of the food so, counter-intuitively, big reds don’t 
necessarily work as well with a lot of modern Australian cuisine. 

BreTT WoonTon
Co-owner, Vinoteca
It’s exciting times for Australia and I’m really fired up 
about Australia from what I’ve seen recently, on a trip 
there, plus what we’re doing with Australia on our list. 

Australia still really needs to drive regionality, because people are 
asking for regional wines from the list, and that is good for growing 
understanding of the diversity and exciting wines. But getting that 
message out is also all about creating excitement, by getting the wines 
in front of people, and the sommeliers and buyers, and there needs to 
be some kind of way of coming up with that. The [Australian-focused] 
trade needs to come up with a plan - look at what Swartland has 
achieved for South Africa, it’s a good template for what we need to do 
with Australia to really get people buzzing about the wines. 

sam heaThcoTe
ex-Hedonism Wines
At Hedonism we sell more 
wines like Penfolds Grange, 
Henschke’s Hill of Grace and 

Jim Barry’s The Armagh than any other 
Australian wine we have listed, so we are not 
representative of the broader market. Our 
customers tend buy classic wines, such as 
Champagne, Bordeaux and Burgundy, and 
they follow a similar pattern with Australian 
wines. There are interesting Australian wines 
that sell, such as Farr, from the Bellarine 
Peninsula, but these tend to be much more of 
a hand sell. 

However, as consumers become more 
aware and communicators spread the 
message, the focus on regions becomes 
more important. The traditional focus has 
been on varieties, but now it should be more 
about distinct styles from the regions, such 
as Hunter Valley Semillon, Mornington 
Peninsula Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, or 
Barossa Shiraz. 

Australia still really needs 
to drive regionality, 
because that is good for 
growing understanding 
of the diversity and 
exciting wines
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s
hiraz/Syrah represents 
one of the mainstays 
of Australia’s offer, 
though revealing here 
quite different styles 
from warmer and 

cooler climate regions, with much 
diversity apparent within the flight.

Next up we presented a medley of 
Emerging Varieties and New Benchmarks, 
as a reminder of the sheer variety that 
contributes to the overall Australian 
portfolio of wines, only touching in our 
brief flight on the possibilities out there.

The third flight, Cool and Regional 
Customers, again presented a snapshot 
of cooler site, regionally focused wines, 
which marks trends that have been 
sweeping though Australia as exploration 
and evolution continue apace. 

The mix of bigger brands and more 
niche wines was designed to encompass 
the spread of labels that UK consumers 
might typically face across various outlets 
in the UK, and so encourage our panel to 
consider how Australian producers and 
their advocates must necessarily consider 
the broader picture when it comes to 
assessing consumer perceptions of 
Australia. And thus how best to make the 
most of their own, tailored forays into the 
category. 

Above all, the flights – almost without 
exception – revealed that, qualitatively 
speaking, Australia is in a very good place, 
with a good range of both interesting and 
well-made wines that can stand up to be 
counted against any in the world. 

syrah/shiraz  
• WM Hardy langhorne Creek Shiraz 
£10.99, Matthew Clark and accolade 
Wines Intense, full-bodied expression of 
berry and darker fruit, peppery spice.
    
• Wakefield estate Shiraz 2014 
£12.99, louis latour Aromatic, intense, 
blackberry, vanilla and spice, good depth 
and persistence.   
  
• Hardys Hrb Shiraz, South australia 
£17.99, accolade Classic Shiraz, packed 
with dark, layered fruits, integrated 
tannins, with fresh core.
    
• teusner riebke Shiraz 2013, barossa 
£20.95, Hallowed Ground Big but well-
balanced depths of generous Shiraz fruit, 
oak-spice and tannins.
    
• the lane, block 14 basket Press 
Shiraz, adelaide Hills £24.50, Corney & 
barrow Lovely rounded, concentrated, 
but fresh and focused style of Shiraz. 

• Jamsheed Moonanbel Syrah 2011, 
Yarra Valley £32.50, Indigo Wines
Smooth, pure, elegant richness, with 
cherry and pepper fruit, minerally core. 

ausTralia 
snapshoT TasTing
With such a variety to 
choose from, we took the 
decision to run with three 
flights, each focused on a 
different aspect of Australia, 
as a backdrop to get palates 
and brains working ahead of 
our Round Table discussion.
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• eileen Hardy Shiraz, South australia  
£39.99, Matthew Clark and accolade 
Wines Juicy, rich, complex and layered 
Shiraz with bags of expression. 
    
• rockford basket Press Shiraz 
2007, barossa £59.99, negociants 
Combining intensity with finesse, 
hedgerow and dark fruits, plus spice and 
intense, long finish. 
    
• Wakefield the Pioneer, Clare Valley,  
2012, £80, louis latour Matching 
elegance with power with a purity, showing 
berryish, savoury and spicy notes. 
    
• brokenwood Graveyard Shiraz 2013, 
Hunter Valley £85, negociants 
Bold, rich, ripe but supple, with red fruits 
and good acidity on refreshing palate. 
    
• Jim barry the armagh Shiraz 2009, 
Clare Valley £130, negociants  
Multi-layered notes of blackberry, 
mulberry, plum and spice. 

   
emerging VarieTies and neW 
Benchmarks   
• Vinteloper PG/13 Pinot Gris 2013, 
Southern Fleurieu £14.99, red Squirrel 
Aromatic, rounded, fresh but fleshier 
style with good fruit core and acidity.  

• Starve dog lane, Pinot Gris, adelaide 
Hills £19.99, Matthew Clark exclusive 
Flavoursome, fruit-backed style with 
crystalline thread of refreshing acidity. 
  
• First drop ‘Vivo’ arneis 2014, adelaide 
Hills £14.99, new School Wines 
Crisp, with lemon, lime and pear nuances, 
refreshing and very satisfying to drink. 
  
• Yalumba eden Valley roussanne 
2013, eden Valley £14.99, negociants 
Citrus into richer concentrated fruits and 
almost nutty, biscuit character, fresh. 
   
• Vasse Felix Heytesbury Chardonnay 
2014, Margaret river £36.99, 
negociants Hints of tropical fruit on 
superbly balanced, elegant, layered 
example of Margaret River Chardonnay.  
   
• running with bulls barossa 
tempranillo 2013, barossa Valley 
£13.99, negociants Bright, ripe, pure 
expression of Tempranillo fruit. 
  
• brokenwood nebbiolo 2013, 
beechworth £19.99, negociants 
Youthful, aromatic, with intense but 
fine tannins, good acidity, clear varietal 
character and good length.  

• brokenwood Sangiovese 2013, 
beechworth £18.99, negociants 
Attractive cherry fruit, refined, fresh core 
and bright expression, well-balanced.  

• Vinteloper tn/12 touriga nacional 
2012, langhorne Creek
£19.99, red Squirrel  Juicy, quite big 
wine, good depth of fruit and firm 
tannins, good length and intensity.  
 
• Fox Gordon, the dark Prince nero 
d’avola 2013, barossa £18.90, 
Hallowed Ground Cherry and liquorice 
notes, generously structured.  

• luke lambert nebbiolo 2012, Yarra 
Valley £37.60, Indigo Wines  
Lively, bright, perfumed example with 
elegant fruit depths, subtle power.
  
• ruggerbelus wine, Mataro-blend 
efferus 2013, Yarra Valley
£38.20, Indigo Wines Intense but lovely, 
supple juicy style, combining freshness 
with bags of flavour.    
   
   
cool & regional cusTomers 
• Jansz Premium Vintage Cuvée 
2010, Pipers river, tasmania £23.99, 
negociants Exemplary Tasmanian 
fizz, combining cool climate poise with 
underlying brioche-lined complexity. 

• bay of Fires tasmanian Cuvee, 
Matthew Clark and accolade
Fresh apple and stonefruit notes  
layered over leesy depths, finely 
balanced. 
  
• eddystone Point Pinot Gris 2014, 
tasmania £14.99, accolade  
Aromatic cool climate example 
with citrus and riper fruit notes on 
refreshingly crisp palate.  
   
• bay of Fires Sauvignon blanc, 
tasmania £15.00, Matthew Clark 
exclusive Exotic fruits, with some 
richness on palate, tempered by zingy 
fresh acidity and mineral texture. 
   
• Palette Series topsy turvy 
Chardonnay 2014, Yarra Valley £9.99, 
north South Wines Good example of 
poised, leaner but persistent and well-
balanced Yarra Chardonnay.   
 
• Palette Series over Yonder Pinot noir 
2014, Yarra Valley £9.99, north South 
Wines Well-rounded medley of cherry, 
berry and bright Pinot fruit. 
    
• bay of Fires Pinot noir, tasmania 
£22, Matthew Clark exclusive Mixing 
up cherry-tinged fruit with spicier 
undertones, smooth and balanced.  
   
• dalrymple Single Site Coal river 
Valley Pinot noir 2012, tasmania
£32.99, negociants Dark cherry and 
spice precision, beautiful balance, 
intense but fresh and layered with silky 
mouthfeel.    

The Venue

GranGer & Co, 
Clerkenwell
off licence news would like to thank 
Sophie uddin and the team at Granger 
& Co for hosting our tasting and round  
table event. 
Clerkenwell Green,  
50 Sekforde Street, London EC1R 0HA
020 7251 9032
grangerandco.com
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S
ome 50 independent 
merchants, 
restaurants and 
wholesalers – 
including several 
high-profile 

companies – responded to our survey on 
their Australian wine offer, giving a 
snapshot of how the country is faring 
across various channels in the UK. 

The results suggested that Australia is 
an important part of the mix for such off 
and on-trade retailers and the wholesalers 
supplying the on-trade. But it did highlight 
the gulf between Australia’s share of the 
total UK off-trade market, standing at 
23% of sales and driven by the multiples, 
against a lower market share at a more 
premium level. 

No surprises there, perhaps, but where 
the feedback does become interesting lies 
in both the propensity for customers to 
spend above-average amounts on a bottle 
of Australian wine, plus insights into the 
cues and varieties and styles that prompt 
these purchases – namely what excites 
both customer and seller alike when it 
comes to Australian wines. 

The SaleS Mix
Across the merchants, restaurants and 
wholesalers, Australia accounted on 
average for 6% of the portfolio. This 
remained fairly consistent across off-trade 
outlets, but with the on-trade saying that 
Australia made up 7% of its range, while 
wholesalers came in at 5.4%. 

Average bottle price sales of Australian 
wine, for both on and off-trade, was 
higher than the typical average priced 
sale across two-thirds of those surveyed 
(typically by £1-£2 in the off-trade, though 
several reporting £5 higher or more), with 
the remainder spilt between equal to or 
lower than their average sale. 

This suggested that Australia can 
and does sell at a higher-than-average 
price point despite its cheaper and often 
discounted image in the supermarket 
aisles.

MainSTreaM and Up-and- 
CoMing SellerS
Among the big sellers, Shiraz still rules 
the roost across off and on-trade, with 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and 
Riesling the next most mentioned, and 
Grenache and Pinot Noir also making 
it into some establishments’ top three. 
Notable here was that many respondents 
cited (unprompted) regional examples 

Australia can 
and does sell 
at a higher-
than-average 
price point

(such as Barossa Shiraz, Coonawara 
Cabernet, Clare Riesling, etc), suggesting 
that regionality is becoming more 
important when communicating on 
variety and style.

When it came to best-selling less 
mainstream varieties, the responses were 
extremely varied, but certain wines did 
come to the fore. Most mentioned were: 
Riesling, Nebbiolo, Verdelho, Viognier, 
Tempranillo, Pinot Gris/Grigio, Grenache, 
Vermentino, GSM, Semillon, Fiano, 
Roussanne and Touriga Nacional. 

BUying aUSTralia
We asked what cues – region, grape 
variety, price, brand or producer, etc – 
were most important to customers when 
buying Australia. For an overwhelming 
majority of both on and off-trade outlets 
the answer was an unequivocal grape 
variety, then price, then region, with 
recognition of the producer or label 

generally trailing behind these other cues. 
Where region was recognised as 

being linked to a style or variety, the 
most frequently cited were: Barossa 
Shiraz, Western Australia/Margaret River 
Chardonnay and Cabernet, Clare and 
Eden Riesling, Coonawarra Cabernet, 
Yarra and Mornington Pinot Noir and 
Chardonnay, and Tasmanian sparkling 
wine. 

iMage 
A question about Australia’s current 
image with consumers provoked wildly 
varying feedback. Fairly evenly split 
between three types of response, these 
ranged from the negative – overpriced, 
dull and staid, predictable, high alcohol, 
fear of big oak and extraction – to the 
prosaic – safe and trustworthy, decent 
value, recognisable styles, good source 
of easy-drinking wine – to the positive 
– good quality, fair prices at the higher 
level, interesting wines, new varieties and 
styles, exciting new wines from innovative 
and creative winemakers. 

Those that have looked to rejuvenate 
the category on their lists were generally 
the most upbeat, saying there are some 
“superb” wines if you seek then out. Areas 
generating most excitement included 
cooler-climate regions and styles (such 
as Mornington and Tasmania), “new” 
and “alternative” varieties, including 
especially Grenache and Italian varieties, 
but also the still under-tapped possibilities 
for Rieslings and Hunter Semillon, plus 
the emerging quality Pinot Noirs, plus 
experimental and small production wines 
and a growing emphasis on terroir. 

preMiUM poSSiBiliTieS
Our final questions concerned Australia’s 
higher-end offerings and how best to 
engage and educate consumers with 
regard to these wines. Most said that 
many customers are unaware of the 
quality at the mid-to-higher end, that a 
ceiling exists price-wise and that there 
is still a tendency to default to European 
classics at higher prices. 

It was suggested that limited availability 
of the most interesting, higher-level wines, 
plus the ongoing image of cheap, easy-
drinking volume exports, was to blame. 
But also that a small but growing number 
of more educated customers are now 
engaging with Australia at the higher end. 
Above all, these higher-end wines remain 
– beyond a few major names – a hand-sell 
for most in the UK trade.  

The SUrvey
Selling poinT: australia in the spotlight

Retailers, restaurants and 
wholesalers give their views on how 
Australian wine is faring in the eyes 

of consumers

above: Vineyards 
in Barossa Valley, 
south australia
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Multiple View

A
s New World buyer for 
Morrisons and just a 
year into the job after 
returning from 
Australia, Andrew 
Ingham is part of a rare 

supermarket wine team that has delivered 
growth in the wine category as rivals 
watch their share of the market flatline or 
fall away. 

No stranger to the Australia category, 
Ingham was responsible for all wine sold 
through around 950 Vintage Cellars, First 
Choice and Liquorland stores – all owned 
by Coles – with some 95% of the range 
being Australian and more than 1,000 
SKUs generating sales of AU$ 1 billion. 

Now wielding this experience at the 
helm of Morrisons’ Aussie range, he is a 
firm believer that Australia is central to 
Morrisons’ ongoing success with wine as 
a whole.

“I’m really excited about Australian 
wines in the off-trade and I think it’s a 
really interesting time to be buying this 
category with so much change happening 
in the UK market,” says Ingham. “Australia 
is the biggest category for me and growing 
– our customers respond well to this 
category and are looking for value.”

Where Ingham differs from some is in 
his attitude to the ladder that Australia’s 
brands afford as both an entry point 
and stepping stone to higher priced and 
– by the same logic – more niche wines 
from Australia. The two need to – and 
should – rub shoulders on the shelf and, 
he suggests, rationalised ranges can also 
actually present opportunities to further 
grow engagement in the category, if 
approached imaginatively. 

“Products have been designed to hit 
certain price points on promotion, so 
at the £4-£6 mark, and 99% of Australia 
has been sold up to £6, but then you end 
up with all these wines at pretty much 
the same price,” says Ingham. “Changes 
are now being made to promotional 

With supermarkets busy rationalising ranges  
and pushing own label, Morrisons buyer Andrew 
Ingham has a refreshingly holistic approach  
to Australia

superMArkets: morrisons

mechanics and duplication is being 
removed making space for new and 
interesting products, adding authenticity 
and credibility for customers.”

It’s a refreshing take and, interestingly, 
while Ingham reveals that while listings 
of higher priced Aussie wines will likely 
be reduced too, at Morrisons the number 
of SKUs will remain the same, with 
“interesting” wines joining a trimmed out 
mainstream selection on the shelves at 
reasonable prices. 

“There’s lots of room for all across the 
market, big branded and suppliers and 
regional or niche,” he continues. “The 
branded offer in the off-trade needs to be 
modern and relevant for customers, with 
the main brands working for ‘everyday’ at 
home, the mid tier for weekends and high 
end for special occasions.”

Drawing both on what he learned at 
Coles and his Morrisons experience in the 
UK, Ingham believes that the lessons of 
the recent past should be a guide. Strong 
brands need to stand up alongside the 
niche, providing a clear and accessible 
entry to the category, and marketing 
can’t just focus on regionality or off-piste 
excitement. 

“In Australia customers tend to be very 
regionally biased, but they do trade up, 
though not necessarily within the same 
brand, but do switch up and out as their 
palate develops and their engagement 
grows,” he continues. “And then you can 
have something like a Margaret River 
focus in Melbourne because people have 
developed their interest.”

How well this approach might transfer 
to the UK, where the shelves are a regular 
vinous Babel tower of rival nationalities, 
remains to be seen. But as Ingham points 
out, Aldi has an own-brand Clare Riesling, 
which suggests that less mainstream 
varieties can and will sell at an everyday 
drinking, more affordable level. 

Where the UK does lag behind 
Australia, suggests Ingham, is in the trend-

influencing on-trade, where Australia’s 
wines are less well represented. The 
trend in Australia is towards restaurant 
customers “showing an interest in the 
more elegant and delicate styles”. But, 
while nascent here in the UK, there 
are signs that sommeliers, restaurants 
and bars and their customers are now 
catching up with the new wave of more 
restrained Australia, plus the newer and 
less well-known varieties and styles. 

so just whAt Are the styles 
thAt inghAM belieVes deserVe 
A better Airing? 
“The new interesting varieties, such as 
Montepulciano from winemakers such 
as Justin Lane at Alpha Box and Dice, are 
very well made but have not yet gained 
mainstream success,” he muses. 

“Premium sparking wines from 
Victoria and Tasmania should compete 
with entry-level Champagne in the UK 
market, while exciting trends on my radar 
include new regions such as Langhorne 
Creek, Bendigo, Pyrenees, Great Southern 
and Granite Hills.”  

andrew ingham

In Australia customers 
tend to be very regionally 
biased, but they do trade 
up, though not necessarily 
within the same brand
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above: andrew 
lundy, Vino Wines, 
Edinburgh. right: 
dominic Harman, 
Corks of Cotham, 
Bristol

independent view: uk opportunities

stirring up oz
How Have your australian 
wines been selling tHis year? 
 andrew lundy “In terms of cash value 
Australia is 16%-17% down this year. That 
might be down to doing slightly fewer 
promotions, and we’ve found in that 
sub-£10 area there’s much more to choose 
from Europe in terms of value. But above 
£15 we’re certainly finding interest in wine 
from European grapes, especially Italian.”   
bob Mcdonald “We’re actually quite 
significantly up on our Aussie sales by 
about 20% on the year to date compared 
to 2014. What works for us in terms of 
price bracket is £10-£20 – we hardly do 
anything below that.” 
dominic Harman “There’s been a slight 
decline overall and the mainstream’s 
fallen off because we’re surrounded by 
supermarkets. The £12-£14 wines have 
done well, and then we’re into the £30 
range.” 
dafydd Morris “I wouldn’t say there’s 
been a massive increase in volume. We 
have increased our range. We’re having 
real success with a rich, old-style £12 
Chardonnay from Wirra Wirra, and I 
can see that style of wine slowly coming 
round again.  

“I’d say our core range of Australians 
has definitely shifted from £5 -£15 to more 
like £9-£20.”

witH tHe aud$ down 30% froM 
its 2013 peak, How Have you 
cHanged your range since?
al “We’ve kept the same number of SKUs, 
but the range has morphed slightly and 
maybe premiumised a bit.” 
bM “We’ve added a touch at the top end. 
We’ve had a couple of parcels of £50-£60 
wines such as Yalumba Octavius and 
Rockford Basket Press Shiraz.” 
dH “We’ve switched over to more 

interesting, unfiltered wines… things that 
are a little bit different.” 
dM “We cut our core range in half two 
years ago because of the exchange rate, 
but we’ve brought it back in the past  
nine months.” 

do you Have a typical 
australian wine custoMer?
al “There’s the traditional Cabernet 
Sauvignon or Shiraz drinker who shops 
in the supermarket and maybe comes to 
us for something slightly different. Then 
there’s the more adventurous kind who 
tends to be switching around countries 
anyway and is looking for smaller  
growers and maybe European or 
northern Italian grapes.”
bM “It’s a real mix, but I do think people 
are happy to spend a bit more with 
Australia, say £15-£20 on a bottle, whereas 
with other countries it would be more like 
£10-£15.” 
dH “The majority of our Aussie customers 
are either slightly more mature and  
want to buy the top-end stuff, or they’re 
slightly younger and have travelled a bit 
and want to have Shiraz or particular 
regional wines.” 
dM  “We definitely used to, but I wouldn’t 
say we had any more. With the reds it’s 
probably more male in that 40 to 50-year-
old age bracket.” 

wHat percentage of sales 
do cHardonnay and sHiraz 
account for, and do people 
stick witH tHose grapes as 
tHey trade up? 
al “Chardonnay’s not so big for us, 
whereas Shiraz is a large part of our 
Australian sales. With oaky Chardonnay 
it’s maybe a case of trading up within the 
New World, while with Shiraz they’ll trade 
up within Australia.” 

We’re quite 
significantly up on 
our Aussie sales by 

about 20% on the year 
compared to 2014

I do think people are 
happy to spend a bit 
more with Australia, 

say £15-£20 on a 
bottle
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right: Bob 
Mcdonald, Corks 
out, Cheshire. 
Below: dafydd 
Morris, Cheers 
Wine Merchants, 
swansea 

stirring up oz
bM “I’d probably say one in four bottles. As 
for trading up we haven’t actually got that 
much premium Aussie Chardonnay, but 
certainly with Shiraz people seem happy 
to cough up a bit more.” 
dH “Still quite a chunk – probably around 
30%-40%, but as they trade up they’re 
going more into GSMs (Grenache/Syrah/
Mourvèdre) and things like that.” 
dM “Quite high – I’d say Shiraz or Shiraz 
blends would account for 80% of my 
Aussie red sales, and Chardonnay about 
the same for the whites.”

witH your custoMers, does 
australia still Have tHat 
oaky, sunsHine in a glass 
iMage?
al “To talk about an unoaked Chardonnay 
from Australia is a difficult sell because 
that perception of Australian Chardonnay 
as an oak-chipped white is still there.” 
bM “It has to an extent, certainly among 
customers who are a bit more into their 
wine. There are a lot who say “no, I don’t 
like Chardonnay”, but as soon as you get 
talking to them and give them a taste of 
one that’s nice and balanced they say ‘ooh, 
I quite like that’.”  
dH “It’s gone a bit beyond that, though 
there’s still a perception among some that 
Australian Chardonnay is going to be an 
oaky, hefty wine. The problem is that’s still 
the dominant style in the supermarkets.” 
dM “Yes, to a certain extent. I think it’s very 
hard for people to change their opinions, 
though if they go out to Australia they 
come back much more open-minded.” 

wHat works best in terMs of 
trading custoMers up witHin 
australia?
al “It’s rare that we wouldn’t have a 
premium red wine from Australia in 

our Enomatic machine – so that helps. 
But really it’s just about knowing the 
customer. I think Aussie drinkers are 
generally a bit more adventurous.” 
bM “We’ve got Enomatic machines which 
certainly helps a lot. We’ll never put 
anything under a tenner in them, and 
what works best for us is around £25. Plus, 
of course, hand-selling on the shop floor is 
a big part of [encouraging trading up].” 
dH “Tastings are a good way to explain the 
elegance you’ll get if you spend another 
£3-£4.” 

do you Have access to as 
broad a range of australian 
wines as you’d like?
al “I think the price point at the lower end 
is not so well catered for, but above there’s 
a breadth of wines to choose from, and I 
know there’s a lot of work going on to find 
new and interesting things.” 
bM “We don’t really go for the generic 
South-East Australian stuff, but in that £10-
£20 range and above, with 13 suppliers, 
we don’t have an issue.” 
dH “There is a gap in the middle, but you’d 
say the same with the Rhône or Burgundy, 
so I don’t think it’s a particularly 
Australian problem.” 

wHat otHer trends are 
sHaping your approacH to 
australian wine – and do you 
tHink you’ll be expanding 
your range next year?
al “I’m not sure there are any specific 
trends. We’re still waiting for Riesling to 
catch on – it’ll happen at some point. In 
terms of expanding the range it will come 
down to a straight fight with all the other 
wines we’ve got stacked up to taste at the 
New Year.” 
bM “Our shelves are still done by grapes, 
and though I’d love to have consumers 
shopping by region with Australia, I think 
that’s a bit of a long way off. We will be 
focusing a bit more on the other grape 
varieties out there.” 
dH “We probably won’t be expanding our 
Aussie range – we’re more focused on the 
Old World.” 
dM “There’s a growing trend with our 
Australian sales and I’m hoping to 
encourage that. I don’t think people 
just see Australia as Australia any more. 
Western Australia has always had its own 
little niche.”   

With a softening Aussie dollar since 2013, plus supermarkets shrinking their ranges,  
four independent merchants explore the opportunities now afforded by the Australian 
category, revealing very different approaches and levels of engagement with the wines

Tastings are a good 
way to explain the 
elegance you’ll get  

if you spend another 
£3-£4

It’s hard for people to 
change their opinions 
but if they go to Oz 

they come back much 
more open-minded
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CLIMBING THE 
LADDER

B  
ig isn’t necessarily 
beautiful. Ten years 
ago, before the global 
economic crisis, 
Australia was surfi ng 
along majestically in 

the UK, having exceeded its own 
incredible-seeming industry growth 
targets, edging towards bagging a 
quarter of the total off -trade sales of 
wine. This wave, though, turned into a 
tsunami of trouble. 

A mix of aff ordable and easy-going 
big-brand reliance crashed against the 
barriers of big company brand juggling, 
ongoing oversupply crisis in Australia’s 
volume grape growing regions and then a 
fast accelerating exchange rate disparity. 
This exposed the inherent weakness of 
relying on near entry-level wines that had 
enticed with a cheap and cheery “G’day”. 

Sales, investment and listings in the UK 
receded as a result. Australia continued 
to hold on to a signifi cant percentage 
of the market – but consumer good will 
dipped and from the trade’s perspective 
it had lost much of its lustre. Prices 
edged painfully upwards, while margins 
evaporated all along the supply chain. 
Australia’s top wines and those with 
cult following were less aff ected, but the 
category as a whole suff ered. 

RESURRECTING THE DREAM
“Australia did a fantastic job of creating 
excitement and engaging with consumers, 
with brands such as Hardys playing 
their part, but the category got itself into 
a bit of a cul-de-sac,” says Christopher 
Carson, once the driving force behind the 
growth of said label to a 6m case a year 
phenomenon in the UK. 

“Australia still has a 23% share of the 

As Australia seeks to strengthen its 
mid-level appeal, Andrew Catchpole 
looks at how some brands are 
connecting the dots

ON SHELF: BRAND BUILDING

off -trade, but the industry has realised 
that it needs to do much more to 
build upon this at a premium level 
– something that it should have been 
doing 10 years ago,” says Carson. 

“That share has been rooted in raw 
volume, and not enough has been done 
by the bigger producers at the higher 
end to off er something diff erent, to 
distinguish by regionality, to separate the 
wines out and explain why [these higher-
priced wines] still represent great value 
for money.” 

Carson’s honest appraisal of a brand-
fest that he played a central role in is 
refreshing and, to his credit, he has been 
busy taking on some premium agencies 
of his own, including Kellermeister 
from Barossa, wines from the Fogarty 
Wine Group in Margaret River and a 
third in Langhorne Creek, which is just 
coming aboard. What is signifi cant about 
these wines is that they are deliberately 
regionally specifi c and aimed at the £10 
retail and above level in the UK. 

And this is where Australia needs to 
shift perception, arguably both with more 
regionally focused and exciting tiers from 
the existing brands, plus a host of softer 
brands and labels that will engage with 
consumers and persuade them of the 
value in trading up within Australia. 

It’s worth a quick reminder of where 
exactly Australia stands as you move up 
the price pyramid in the UK. Average off -
trade bottle price sits at £5.34, with 81% of 
Australian wines sold below £6. A further 
18.7% sells between £6 and £10, while the 
fi gure above £10 is a rather diminutive 
0.3% – some 60,000 nine-litre cases out of 
£1.2 billion total Australian sales. 

On the positive side, with exchange 
rates notably easing, Australia is the only 

top six country in growth, with Nielsen 
fi gures showing sales up 4.5% by volume, 
plus 3.4% by value, in the 12 months 
to April 2015. And this movement has 
persuaded several in the UK that the 
time is right to push for more premium 
Australian listings, beginning with the 
market-leading brand. 

QUALITY DRIVERS
“Australian wine brands are some of the 
best placed in the UK wine market to 
encourage consumers to trade up,” says 
Paul Schaafsma, Accolade Wines’ chief 
executive. “Hardys remains popular with 
consumers and trusted, with its sub-

Australia still has a 23% 
share of the off -trade, but 
has realised it needs to do 
much more to build upon 
this at a premium level

CLIMBING THE 

off -trade, but the industry has realised 
that it needs to do much more to 
build upon this at a premium level 
– something that it should have been 
doing 10 years ago,” says Carson. 

“That share has been rooted in raw 
volume, and not enough has been done 
by the bigger producers at the higher 
end to off er something diff erent, to 
distinguish by regionality, to separate the 
wines out and explain why [these higher-
priced wines] still represent great value 

Carson’s honest appraisal of a brand-
fest that he played a central role in is 
refreshing and, to his credit, he has been 
busy taking on some premium agencies 
of his own, including Kellermeister 
from Barossa, wines from the Fogarty 
Wine Group in Margaret River and a 
third in Langhorne Creek, which is just 
coming aboard. What is signifi cant about 
these wines is that they are deliberately 

top six country in growth, with Nielsen 
fi gures showing sales up 4.5% by volume, 
plus 3.4% by value, in the 12 months 
to April 2015. And this movement has 
persuaded several in the UK that the 
time is right to push for more premium 
Australian listings, beginning with the 
market-leading brand. 

QUALITY DRIVERS
“Australian wine brands are some of the 
best placed in the UK wine market to 
encourage consumers to trade up,” says 
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brands spanning a 
range of price points 
and wine styles, 

and it has continually 
innovated to ensure the 

consumer off er stays fresh 
and engaging.”

Schaafsma cautions that if you read 
closely the growth fi gures for Australia, 
much of this is still taking place sub-£5, 
and with value actually dipping slightly 
when you take into account faster volume 
than value growth. And that own-label is 
accounting for most Australian growth. 

However, ongoing and signifi cant 
investment behind Hardys, including an 
£8 million tie up with English cricket, has 
seen a 2.4% value growth for the brand, 
with some of this weighted to higher-end 
wines such as the William Hardy regional 
wines from Langhorne Creek and 
Limestone Coast.

“These are currently growing at 72% 
in the off -trade, which to us is proof of 
trading up within the brand, […and] 
Eileen Hardy is a prime example of how 

a brand can bridge the disconnect 
between value brands and boutique 

brands, which encourages the consumer 
to trade up,” says Schaafsma. 

There of course needs to be a balance 
of wines between these higher tiers of 
big brands and the highest-end boutique 
brands to help fi ll what panelists at 
our Australia Round Table (see page 
23) describe as a “gap in the middle”, 
to provide a halo of excitement once 
consumers have been encouraged to 
dig deeper in their pockets for 
Australian wines. 

Wakefi eld is one of many such 
producers now stepping up to the 
challenge, refocusing its export ambitions 
with regard to the UK. With an estate 
label that sits around £13, and several tiers 
of quality atop of that, this family-run 
Clare Valley estate has judged that the UK 
now off ers good opportunities for more 
premium Australian wines.

Wakefi eld’s European market 
manager, Adrian Atkinson, says: 
“Australia does well at £6 to £8, but 
probably does underperform between 
£8 and £15, though it is currently in a 
good place to go forward, to fi ll a gap 
where more accessible ‘fi ne wine’, such 
as Rioja and the top end of Marlborough 
Sauvignon, sit.

“Most people are prepared to 
occasionally pay for wines that are a little 
more special at £8 to £15, but they need a 
sense of reassurance that they are getting 
quality for what is a reasonably expensive 
purchase. Authenticity, heritage and 
[wines with] a sense of place help 
persuade them,” adds Atkinson. 

“Wines such as Wakefi eld can do 
that, off ering grape varieties, but also 
linked to the recognition of Clare 

Valley. As with many other wines from 
recognised regions, such as Adelaide Hills, 
Coonawarra, Mornington and elsewhere, 
this regionality helps reinforce the 
perception of quality.”

A key question is whether the 
“disconnect” between the big volume 
brands – now striving to build on their 
higher price tiers – and the more boutique 
brands or labels can be overcome to the 
benefi t of the Australian category 
as a whole. 

As softening exchange rates have 
once again begun to ease the path to 
the UKs shelves, and the pendulum of 
fashion among critics and trade alike 
begins to swing back in favour of all that’s 
exciting and evolving on the Australian 
wine scene, and with fi gures such as 
gamekeeper-turned-poacher Christopher 
Carson taking up the baton for £10-plus 
premium Australian wines, you begin to 
sense that the tide has turned. 

Not so long ago, when Australia worked 
together as the most formidable collective 
team the wine world had ever seen, it 
appeared to be an unstoppable force. 
Now it’s clearly regrouping to notch things 
up a level and increasingly seeking to 
connect the dots between the entry level 
and its established roster of high-end 
stars. And this time around the focus is 
on building in value, which can only help 
raise the game for all.   

Most people are prepared 
to occasionally pay for 
wines that are a little 
more special at £8 to £15

brands spanning a 
range of price points 
and wine styles, 

and it has continually 
innovated to ensure the 

consumer off er stays fresh 

a brand can bridge the disconnect 
between value brands and boutique 

brands, which encourages the consumer 
to trade up,” says Schaafsma. 

There of course needs to be a balance 
of wines between these higher tiers of 
big brands and the highest-end boutique 
brands to help fi ll what panelists at 
our Australia Round Table (see page 
23) describe as a “gap in the middle”, 
to provide a halo of excitement once 
consumers have been encouraged to 
dig deeper in their pockets for 
Australian wines. 

Wakefi eld is one of many such 
producers now stepping up to the 
challenge, refocusing its export ambitions 
with regard to the UK. With an estate 
label that sits around £13, and several tiers 
of quality atop of that, this family-run 
Clare Valley estate has judged that the UK 
now off ers good opportunities for more 
premium Australian wines.

to occasionally pay for 
wines that are a little 
more special at £8 to £15
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Victor  ian innoVation

i  
n some parts of the 
New World regionality 
is used to describe 
relatively slight 
variations on varietal 
themes, but the sheer 

size of Australia and its constituent 
states means that it more than most 
offers buyers genuine diversity across a 
single territory.

Victoria is a great example, with 21 
sub-regions producing an array of typical 
styles that have evolved to suit soil types 
and prevailing climates – but with shifts 
in temperature and international market 
tastes inspiring experimentation and 
reinvention.

In all, the state has more than 800 
producers, stamping an Aussie character 
on Burgundy grapes in Yarra Valley and 
the Mornington Peninsula or Italian ones 
in King Valley, also proving that New 
World Shiraz can have a delicate side to its 
nature in Heathcote and giving Europe’s 
classic fortified wine regions a run for 
their money in Rutherglen.

talking terroir
Lindsay McCall, winemaker at 
Mornington producer Paringa Estate,  
says that higher levels of expertise in 
vineyard management have helped 
individual producers refine their own 
styles for the region’s signature Pinot  
Noir and Chardonnay.

“The soils are complicated,” he says. 
“We’ve been doing a lot of work in the  
past few years understanding the soils  
in each of our vineyards and many  
other producers have had detailed soil 
profiling done.”

Like many producers, Paringa is 
attempting to give international buyers 
the softer styles the trends of the 
day demand without sacrificing the 
personality that makes the wine stand 
out as Australian. With its Chardonnay, 
for example, it seeks to “give texture, 
roundness and flavour without the oak 
becoming too dominant”.

McCall adds: “I love Burgundy but we 
don’t try to copy it. We just try to make the 
best wines we can to reflect the terroir of 
where we’re from – but Burgundy is the 
benchmark.”

Kate McIntyre MW, marketing manager 
at Moorooduc Estate, whose wines are 
imported by Coe Vintners and listed by 
London wine merchant Planet of the 
Grapes, thinks the signature varieties are 
gaining greater individual expression 

Victoria’s plethora of wine styles 
help highlight the complex regional 
diversity of Australia as a whole,  
as Nigel Huddleston discovers

from producers across Mornington.
“It’s partly down to the differences in 

soil,” she says, “but also the winemakers’ 
philosophy about when they pick the fruit 
and how to ferment. With Chardonnay, 
you get some producers with very ripe 
flavours of peach and nectarine and 
lovely tannins and others with beautiful, 
natural balance.”

Pinot Gris and Shiraz are among the 
varieties starting to make an impression 
in Mornington, but Michael Symons, 
winemaker at Stonier Wines, says the 
Burgundy grapes are still where it’s at.

“We only do Pinot Noir and 
Chardonnay because we think they are 
the best grapes for the conditions on the 
peninsula,” he says. He also sees a typicity 
to Mornington Chardonnay with “a lot of 
citrus, lemon and grapefruit, more than 
the peach and melon flavours you tend to 
see in other areas”.

He adds: “A few years ago it was hard to 
sell but I think people have rediscovered 
Chardonnay.”

De Bortoli winemaker Steve Webber 
says it’s “very hard to pin down” a style 
for Yarra Chardonnay because of wide 
variations in topography.

“I could tell you what our style is 
within Dixons Creek, but it would be very 
different within the sub-region,” he says. 
“Wines made 400m apart can be very 
different.” 

But he does think there has generally 
been a retreat from harvesting fruit when 
it has passed its optimum ripeness. 

“We’ve realised in the past 10-12 years 
that we should concentrate on the things 
we can do well and not do the things that 
we can’t. If you want a Chardonnay with a 
fuller style buy one from Margaret River.”

italian Vogue
Webber tips Pinot Blanc and Italian red 
varieties as grapes to keep an eye on from 
Yarra. “I’m so convinced about Pinot 
Blanc’s potential that I just can’t plant 
enough,” he says. 

“Historically people love Alsace Pinot 
Blanc, but we see this as a bit more 
Italian in style because of its texture and 
minerality.

“Sangiovese is one of the interesting 
emerging varieties but it’s early days. 
In the next few years we’ll see far more 
premium Sangiovese than Cabernet 
Sauvignon,” continues Webber. “Cabernet 
is very site-specific in the Yarra and if we 
don’t get a long growing season we don’t 
produce Cabernet.”

While we’re waiting for Yarra to come 
up to speed on Italian varieties, 100 miles 
to the north east producers in King Valley 
are already there. Half a century ago, the 
site of the family-owned Pizzini winery 
was home to the largest tobacco farming 
operation in the southern hemisphere, 
but today its fame lies in its Sangiovese, 
made in Victoria but retaining an essence 
of Tuscany.

Winemaker Joel Pizzini says: “We do 
the groundwork in the vineyard to ensure 
the maturity of the grapes before we 
harvest. Then I can make the wine using 
techniques to reduce the fruit-driven 
aromas so the wine is more earthy and 
savoury.”

refined StyleS
Arguably no region keeps the reins on 
Australian brashness quite like Heathcote, 
home to a growing clutch of makers of 
subtle, refined, high-priced and age-able 
Shiraz.

Sangiovese 
is one of the 
interesting 
emerging 
varieties 
but it’s early 
days

Clockwise from top 
left: winemakers 
steve Webber, rob 
Brockett, lindsay 
McCall and ron 
laughton
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Bellarine Peninsula, 100 miles due south 
of Heathcote, but winemaker Robin 
Brockett says that Shiraz is becoming 
“very important”.

He adds: “Now the climate is getting 
warmer Shiraz is becoming mainstream 
for us. Generally, we’re harvesting about 
four weeks ahead of where we were 20 
years ago.”

The Kirby family has transferred some 
of the Shiraz expertise from its Heathcote 
Estate property to its Mornington wine 
estate Yabby Lake. Marketing manager 
Tiffyn Smillie says: “We had one strip of 
land that wasn’t right for Pinot Noir so 
we planted some Shiraz and it seemed to 
work.

“We’re labelling it as Syrah because it’s 
in the more refined French style than big 
Australian Shiraz.” 

Across the state, sub-regions are being 
tipped for exciting expeditions up new 
varietal tributaries. One winemaker 
suggests that Assyrtiko’s historical 

Victor  ian innoVation
Ron Laughton pioneered a return to 

grape growing in Heathcote when he 
planted his first vineyards in 1975, and his 
Jasper Hill wines – imported to the UK by 
Yapp Bros – have a certain cult status, with 
only 2,000 cases available worldwide 
each year. 

Like a football manager who looks at 
the result rather than the match statistics, 
Laughton says “alcohol levels aren’t 
important” one way or another.

“I want to make a great wine,” he 
asserts. “Getting the tannins ripe is the 
main thing. I’m quite happy to suffer the 
consequences of that if it means having 
high sugar levels, as long as they don’t 
have green tannins.” 

Heathcote could face a future challenge 
to its Shiraz supremacy from elsewhere 
in Victoria as climate change makes the 
grape more attractive to producers in 
cooler climate sub-regions. 

Scotchman’s Hill, whose Pinot Noir 
is listed by Majestic, is on Geelong’s 

maritime home on the Greek island of 
Santorini would make it a winner in the 
salty climes of Victoria’s cool climate 
coastal regions. 

In another Shiraz powerhouse, 
Heathcote neighbour Bendigo’s 
winemakers variously predict 
diversification into Petit Verdot and the 
Italian varieties Sangiovese, Sagrantino 
and Aglianico. 

Bill Trevaskis, winemaker at Water 
Wheel Vineyards, has a soft spot for  
Petit Verdot. “It’s certainly one we can 
now get to the levels of ripeness suitable 
for bottling as a varietal, whereas in the 
past it has tended to be blended away,” 
he says.

The strengths of Victoria’s numerous 
sub-regions already provide a snapshot 
for the diversity that can be seen across 
Australia as a whole, but winemakers’ 
responses to climate and market changes 
promise even more exciting variation  
to come.  

Winemakers 
predict more 
Petit Verdot, 
Sangiovese, 
Sagrantino 
and 
Anglianico
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auStralian 
flaVOur

fOOD & Wine: MATCHES MADE IN HEAVEN

To the majority of UK 
consumers, including 

high-end diners, 
Australian wine is still 
‘Australian’, but these 

examples showed marked 
diff erence in terroir-

driven characteristics and 
climatic infl uences. This is 
exciting as you can direct 
the guest to a wine with 

the confi dence that it will 
enhance the food, but also 
that the food will enhance 
the character of the wine

Debbie Smith
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m
indful that Australian 
wines still get less of a 
look in when it comes 
to on-trade action, we 
invited six very 
diff erent restaurants 

to take up the challenge of pairing Aussie 
wines with their versions of modern 
British cuisine. 

The results were encouraging, with 
a wide range of wine styles (provided 
by our supplement partners) matching 
up with an equally diverse selection of 
dishes. And these pairings also revealed 
the fl exibility inherent in a range of wine 
styles spanning cooler-climate fi zz and 
aromatic whites to bigger, more generous, 
but well-balanced reds.

Our taste testers experimented quite 
widely too, with several wines – most 
notably the Grenache/Mourvèdre/Shiraz 
with various meat-based cooking, the 
fresh Chardonnay with seafood, plus 
the aromatic Riesling with both seafood 
and Asian-spiced dishes respectively – 
revealing an aptitude to pair across quite 
diff erent dishes. 

The mix of essential Australian 
character, coupled with a more modern 
restraint, clearly appears to be delivering 
winning styles of wines to meet the often 
quite punchy fl avours of today’s kitchens. 

Here, then, are some of the most 
successful pairings, along with an insight 
into how each wine worked with its
partnering dish. 

We asked six top sommeliers to fi nd the best food 
match with a selection of Aussie wine styles
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auStralian 
flaVOur

Australia used to be 
known for rich, intense 
and alcoholic wines, but 
now the wines still have 

structure, but more 
elegance and restraint, and 
can match well with food  

Andrea Briccarello

ViCtOrian CHOp HOuSeS, 
leeDS anD manCHeSter

george 
bergier 
• Regional Reserve Yarra Valley 
Chardonnay 2014, rrp £9.99, North 
South Wines
Best match: Seared Scottish scallops 
with braised ox cheek and Jerusalem 
artichoke puree
The sweet fl avours of delicate scallops, 
slightly fatty ox cheeks and creamy 
artichoke puree worked very well with 
the fruity tropical fl avours, freshness, 
youth, and lightly perfumed Yarra Valley 
Chardonnay. 

• Hardys HRB Chardonnay 2012, South 
Australia, rrp £17.99, Accolade Wines
Best match: Roasted wild seabass with 
Cornish squid, Yorkshire chorizo, white 
bean and tomato stew, garnished with 
deep fried baby squid.
The complex fl avours of this dish were 
all well balanced, with the seabass 
complimented by the spicy saltiness of 
the Yorkshire chorizo, while the tomato 
stew had a touch of umami fl avours and 
Cornish squid added a bit of bounce. The 
Chardonnay, with its New World fl avours 
of melon, peach and citrus-lime, added 
an extra dimension to the dish, pairing 
very well with all these elements. 

GalVin la CHapelle, 
City Of lOnDOn

anDrea 
briCCareLLo
• Bay of Fires Tasmania Riesling 2014, 
rrp £20, Matthew Clark exclusive
Best match: Seabass tartare, with 
oysters, mayonnaise and caviar
The zinginess of this dry, quite fruity, 
elegant Australian Riesling worked 
particularly well, a bit of saltiness and 
sweetness in the wine matching the 
savoury notes of the tartare and the 
piercing acidity cutting through the 
dressing.

• Yalumba The Cigar Coonawarra 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 , rrp £17-
£19, Negociants UK
Best match: Sirloin steak on the bone
Cabernet screams for meat and beef, 
so here the fruit and tannins worked 
with the juiciness of the meat, while 
its charcoal smokiness works with the 
classic blueberry and menthol of the 
Cabernet.

• Rockford Moppa Springs GMS 2010, 
Barossa, rrp £28-£31, Negociants UK
Best match: Breast of duck cooked rare 
with fi ve spice and lentils 
A well-integrated wine, the savoury and 
red forest fruit character carried the 
weight of the dish, really working with the 
juiciness of the meat, the crisp duck skin 
and melt-in-mouth fat, while the oriental 
fi ve spice matched the spicy, peppery 
edge to the Shiraz element of the blend. 

meat liQuOr, 
lOnDOn & BriGHtOn

sCott CoLLins 
• Starve Dog Lane Adelaide Hills Pinot 
Gris 2014, rrp £19.99, Matthew Clark 
exclusive 
Best matches: Chilli dog or XXXmas 
Dog The richness of lychee and 
honeysuckle and the Germanic 
infl uence on this lends itself perfectly 
to the hot Chilli Dog and cuts through 
the richness of the XXXmas Dog.

• De Bortoli Heathcote Regional 
Reserve Shiraz 2014, rrp £9.99, North 
South Wines
Best matches: Dead Hippy (rich 
cheeseburger with mustard fried 
patties) or Garbage Plate (fries topped 
with burger patty and more)
The rich, plummy, meaty Shiraz works 
perfectly with several of our burgers, 
showing a great match to the peppery 
gravy. 

off  licenceNews  37  
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Our SupplierS
For further 

information about 
any of the wines 

entered to this food 
pairing challenge 

please contact the 
following:

nEGociants uK
negociantsuk.com

north south 
WinEs

northsouthwines.
co.uk

accoladE WinEs
accolade-wines.

com/home

MatthEW clarK
matthewclark.co.uk

Bell’S Diner anD Bellita, 
BriStOl

Kate 
HawKings
• Jansz Premium Rose NV, Tasmania, 
rrp £16-£17, Negociants UK
Best match: Bellita’s Raspberry sorbet
This is a lovely, elegant fizz with clear 
berry fruits and slightly smokey, spicy 
notes. Great with Bellita’s raspberry 
sorbet, the zingy acidity of the wine 
cutting through the sweetness in the 
sorbet while its creamy fruitiness 
marries really nicely with the intense 
raspberry hit in the sorbet. 

• Regional Reserve Yarra Valley 
Chardonnay 2014, rrp £9.99, North 
South Wines
Best match: Bell’s Chicory, hazelnut, 
grape and goat’s curd salad with honey
A great example of affordable, modern 
Australian Chardonnay that hasn’t been 
beaten into submission by too much 
oak. Its nicely nutty crunch and savoury, 
citrus twang really sing with the bitter, 
earthy and nutty tones of the salads.     

• Yalumba The Cigar Coonawarra 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2012, rrp £17-£19, 
Negociants UK
Best match: Bellita’s eight-year-old 
Galician sirloin steak, cooked on the 
bone over a charcoal grill and served 
with potatoes cooked in chicken stock 
then deep-fried. 
The ripe but lifted fruit and cigar-box 
notes made this a great match with the 
steak, with well-balanced tannins and 
acidity as well as great, chewy length 
really carrying this serious piece  
of meat.

HOme HOuSe, lOnDOn 

Devon Pryor
• Starve Dog Lane Adelaide Hills Pinot 
Gris 2014, rrp £19.99, Matthew Clark 
exclusive 
Best match: Roasted scallops with 
Jerusalem artichoke puree and  
jalapeño relish
This had a florally pear nose, a white fruit 
palate and long, dry finish and worked 
with the gentle sweetness of the scallop 
meat. Yet it had enough concentration to 
balance the difficult flavours of artichoke 
puree, and the herbal heat of our jalapeno 
relish.

• Peter Caldwell  Dalrymple Cave 
Block Chardonnay 2012, Pipers River, 
Tasmania, rrp £22-£24, Negociants UK
Best match: Lindisfarne rock oysters 
Well-integrated oak and lemony acidity 
on the finish, with the pure fresh oysters 
highlighting a savoury aspect in this 
wine, with both lingering pleasingly on 
the palate. 

• Rockford Moppa Springs GMS 2010, 
Barossa, rrp £28-£31, Negociants
Best match: Spiced spatchcock poussin 
with coleslaw
This dish really made this GMS wine sing, 
bringing out the dried cherry sweetness, 
with the wine managing to cope with the 
vinegar in the coleslaw and the honey, 
ginger, chilli and coriander in the spiced 
jus with utmost harmony. We were really 
impressed. 

tHe tHree CHimneyS,  
iSle Of Skye

Debbie smitH
• Jim Barry Watervale Riesling 2013, 
Clare Valley, rrp £16-£17, Negociants UK
Best match: The Three Chimneys 
seafood platter; Loch Dunvegan 
langoustines, Loch Harport oysters, 
Colbost crab, Sconsor scallop, white 
fish salad and Glendale mesclun 
Tropical notes, with hints of citrus zest 
and a splash of acidity, which was all 
divine with this seafood platter, allowing 
the stars of the show – the fresh, locally 
sourced seafood – to shine. 

• De Bortoli Heathcote Regional 
Reserve Shiraz 2014, rrp £9.99 North 
South Wines
Best match: Head to tail of Black Isle 
beef with shallot tart, potato fondant 
and grain mustard sauce 
Juicy and dark wine with a subtle balance 
of spice and soft, dry finish. The iron-rich 
tender blade of beef accentuated the 
delicate nuances of the wine while the 
slow braised shin tucked the tannins into 
bed and the palate was left cleansed with 
the sweetness of shallot.  

Recent years have seen some great 
Australian wines made with a defter 

hand, from not only boutique wineries 
but also from some of the big producers 

Kate Hawkings
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